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Headphones or oscilloscope, plus 3/4 square feet of your bench
are all that is needed for accurate and rapid frequency and time
calibration with this G- R secondary standard of frequency. But
don't let the small size fool you — this miniature standard contains
all that's necessary for the precise calibration of oscillators, receivers,
frequency meters, delay lines, and signal and pulse generators to
frequencies above 1000 Mc. In addition, sweep-time standardization
of oscilloscopes is easily performed at intervals from 0.1 msec to
100 µsec.
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This one instrument provides:
* Accurate 10-ke, 100-Ac, 1-Mc, and 10-Mc fundamentals . . . plus
harmonics to above 1000 Mc.
* An improved crystal mixer that combines performance with compactness, and protection for the crystal diode against surges.
* Audio and video amplifier stages . . . to amplify beats from the mixer
for frequency calibration, and to amplify the crystal- controlled multivibrator square waves for time calibration.
The instrument's square-wave output, husky enough to trigger most pulse
generators, can be converted to time markers for time calibration, by means
of the G- R Type 1213-P1 Differentiator (supplied).
The Calibrator's crystal oscillator can easily be set to zero beat with an
external standard such as WWV for accuracy much greater than required
in most applications. A touch-button frequency deviator on the panel, which
reduces frequency, permits you to determine quickly whether the crystal
oscillator frequency is above or below WWV (or an unknown frequency to
be measured).
By simply feeding an interpolation frequency into the Calibrator's mixer,
along with the unknown signal, you do not restrict yourself to measurements
at harmonics of the calibrator's fundamentals. Measurement or standardization at any frequency from 10 kc to above 1000 Mc becomes possible.
including, for example, the setting of any television transmitter to its assigned frequency to within ± 100 cycles or better. To illustrate: for an
assigned frequency of 567,250 kc ( Channel 30, visual), the interpolation frequency is 7,250 kc; or 2,750 kc, i.e., 560 ± 7.250 Mc, or 570 — 2.750 Mc.
By this simple interpolation technique, a broadcast station on any channel
can perform its own frequency checks on visual, aural and color-subcarrier frequencies, as well as performance checks on all equipment including monitors.

GENERAL RADIO Company'
NEW YORK AREA: Tel N. Y. WOrth 4-2722. N. J. WHilney 3-3140 CHICAGO: Tel. Village 8-9400
PHILADELPHIA: Tel HAniock 4-7419
WASHINGTON, D. C.: Tel. JUniper 5-1088
SAN FRANCISCO: Tel. WIlitecliff 8-8233
LOS ANGELES 38: Tel. H011ywood 9-6201
In CANADA, TORONTO: Tel CHerry 6-2171

SPECIFICATIONS
OUTPUT FREQUENCIES: 10 kc, 100 kc, 1 Mc and 10 Mc;
harmonics usable to 10 Mc, 100 Mc, 500 Mc and
1000 Mc respectively.
NARROW- RANGE FREQUENCY ADJUSTMENT: 2.5 ppm
variation (25 cycles at 10 Mc). For standardizing
crystal oscillator against external signals.
TOUCH- BUTTON FREQUENCY DEVIATOR: introduces a
momentary 1.8 ppm frequency decrease for establishing " sense" in indications near zero- beat.
OUTPUT AMPLITUDES: 10v peak- to- peak on 10 Mc output
from pulse amplifier; 30v p- to- pat lower frequencies.
OUTPUT IMPEDANCES: 300u from video cathode follower;
capacitively coupled r- f output from crystal-diode
harmonic generator.
STABILITY: 1 ppm/°C after one hour warm-up with Type
1201
Regulated Power Supply.
SENSITIVITY: usable beat notes produced
signal input to mixer.

with 50-mv

Type 1213-C Unit Time/Frequency Calibrator, supplied with
Type 1213-P1 Differentiator $ 260
Type 1201-B Unit Regulated Power Supply

$ 85

Type 480 - P4U3 Relay Rack Panel, for mounting both Calibrator
and Power Supply
$ 10.85

We SILL DIRECT. Oar District Sates
Offices are staffed by enoneers especially
trained to help you in tie selection of instruments and measuring systems best suited
to your needs. We welcome your inquiries...
will help solve your problems.

Shoptalk • • •

One Best Bet in 1959
Beginning in January, ELECTRONICS will have the
same editorial format each week.
Technical articles that have distinguished the
magazine since 1930 as the leading publication
in its field will be increased in number and will
be joined by business articles we now know
have wide appeal and usefulness.
We learned in 1957 that there was a need for
this additional material; we learned in 1958 that
it was needed weekly. So our planned standardization of issues should better serve readers
in research, design, production and

manage-

ment. And we hope it will make ELECTRONICS
compulsory reading for many others.
Subscribers gained 400 additional editorial pages
in 1957, more than 550 in 1958. They will benefit
again in the year just ahead, both in quantity and
in quality, as we further broaden our scope and
coverage without taking our eye off the engineering ball.
Thus ELECIRONICS keeps pace with its growth
industry.

If it's about electronics, read it in

ELECTRONICS— repackaged

as a straight weekly.

Publisher

About Our Current Operations . .

In This Issue .
THE MISSILE MARKET. Today, to many manufacturers, " military electronics" means "guided missiles." During fiscal 1959 the armed forces will
spend nearly $ 3billion on electronic equipment to
be used in and with guided missiles.
This week, ELECTRONICS presents aspecial report
that tells you what to sell and where to sell it in
the guided missile marketplace.
Associate Editor Mason started digging out this
information more than two years ago and kept at
it in day-to-day contacts with a score of Defense
Dept. agencies and more than 40 guided-missile
manufacturers. He contacted hundreds of subcontractors and suppliers and pofed over scvrral thousand pages of testimony before Congressional committees. Mason received assistance in depth from
our field editors and from the McGraw-Hill Washington Bureau and our other news bureaus.
¡lis report breaks down the market by missile
type, enumerates the electronic hardware used in
missiles and tells where to sell specific items. "The
Missile Market" begins on p 13

Coming In Our
December 5 Issue . . .
STEREO AMPLIFIER. hic introduction of stereo
disks into the high-fidelity market has spurred equipment manufacturers to seek economical circuitry for
the reproduction of stereophonic effects and corn
patability with conventional recordings.
Associate Editor Manoogian picked up the thread
of one story in New York, followed it to RCA's plant
in Cherry Hill. near Camden. Impressed with the
way engineers had connected the output transformer
to reduce unwanted feedback. Nlanoogian invited
Engineer Roy S. Fine to prepare an article for us
You can read it next week in ELECTRONICS.
The amplifier can be converted to stereo by addi
tion of only one loudspeaker. The amplifier operates in push-pull for monophonic reproduction, but
separates into two independent single-ended channels for stereo at the flick of a switch.
DIGITAL WIND TUNNEL.
Conventional
methods of digitizing, displaying and recording force
and pressure data from wind-tunnel model tests suffer from inherent human errors and weir problems
associated with moving mechanical parts.
To eliminate these shortcomings, R. C. MacArthur and 'W. I. Ungar of the Cornell Aeronautical
Lab in Buffalo have devised a technique wherein
four million air loads on the wind tunnel model are
recorded as three decimal digits on punched cards
for use with adigital computer.
OSCILLATOR DESIGN. A comparatively simple
technique of designing transistor oscillators by graphical methods is described in an article by W. R. McSpadden and E. Eberhard of Motorola in Phoenix,
Arizona.
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THOMAS A.

EDISON'S
model 250 miniature
time delay relays
are shock and
vibration resistant

As heater causes the expansion member to stretch, lever pivots on its hinge,
compressing the bow spring at a high rote in the direction of contact
closure. Matching expansion member compensates for external changes in
temperature between — 65 and + 100 °C.

Designed to meet military requirements, Edison's line of miniature time delay relays
are available for a wide range of electronic applications.
The 250 Series Time Delay Relays combine in one unit superior design, top work.
manship and performance at lowest cost. Check these advantages•
•Designed to withstand vibration frequencies to 500 CPS.
•Exceptionally high rate of contact closure.
•Permanent calibration and hermetic seal.
•Extremely rigid mechanical structure using high-strength, high-expansion alloys.
For bulletin #3046 showing timing ranges and operating performance write to:

Thomas A. Edison Industries
INSTRUMENT
54
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Available now from Dymec! Acomplete array of versatile

"BUILDING-BLOCK"
for Digital
Here is apractical approach that gives you, at no sacrifice
in quality, acustom digital system at uniquely low cost.
The Dymec instruments shown here are specialized. Yet they are compatible,
permitting afully integrated system. Many can be used directly with printers, card
punches, tape perforators and standard input/output equipment of other manufacturers.
Dymec instruments are quantity- produced for obvious economies to you.
Yet they are of finest quality, meeting the most rigid laboratory standards.
Many different systems can be assembled from these and other standard Dymec
instruments. Dymec offers the instruments separately, as sub- systems,
or as completely engineered, ready-to- use systems.
For specific information, call the Dymec engineering representative listed at right, or write direct.

DY-2500 COMPUTING DIGITAL INDICATOR,
variable gate time electronic counter permitting normalized direct reading with minimum
controls, automatic setability. Measures frequency, period. Displays degrees/hr, gpm,
RPM, etc.; also shows ratios of unlike variables. $ 1,330.00 to $ 1,425.00.
DY-2507 DUAL PRESET COUNTER, multi- purpose precision counter producing an output
signal when either of two preset numbers is
reached. Instrument is ideal for industrial
control, sorting, packing, Go/No Go testing;
control of coil winding, machine limits.
$700.00 to $ 895.00.

11111
11

111
•

DY-2210 VOLTAGE TO FREQUENCY CONVERTER
AND INTEGRATOR provides precision dc voltage measurements and integration with electronic counters. Multiple input ranges, either
polarity. Output frequency 0 cps to 10 KC.
AC and remote models available. $ 650.00.
DY-2504A PHOTOELECTRIC TACHOMETER
measures shaft speeds, revolutions, position
from 0 to 10,000 RPM. Six models offering
60, 100, 120, 180, 200 or 360 pulses/revolution. High resolution, low torque. $ 250.00.

NEW!

• •

4

DY-2530 BINARY/DECIMAL REGISTER. Universal output coupler connecting electronic
counters to digital displays, comparators,
printers, computers. Stores parallel binarycoded- decimal information in multi- contact
relays. 10 models, dual or single output, 3 to
7 registers. $ 565.00 to $ 1,230.00.
DY-2533 DIGITAL DISPLAYS. Luminous, oneline indicator panels visually presenting multi- digit numeric data. Clear, high contrast,
easy- to- read numerals. Five models, 3 to 7
digits. $ 140.00 to $ 300.00.

4
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INSTRUMENTS
Data Systems

For further information
on Dymec instruments
or systems, contact:
Albuquerque, Neely Enterprises,

107 Washing-

ton St., S. E., AL 5-5586. Asbury Park, N. J.,
I. E.

Robinson Co., 905 Main

Atlanta,

DY-2538 PROGRAMMED DIGITAL COMPARATOR. Unique,
error-free comparison, no drift
or calibration; visual and electrical output; use with Go/No
Go systems. Preset high and
low tolerance limits selected
electrically. Also manual- selection models. $ 950.00.

Bivins & Caldwell,

Driee, N. E., CE 3-7522
sociates,

St.,

Inc.,

KE

1-3150.

3133 Maple

Baltimore, Hermon As-

Inc., 3006 W. Cold Spring Lane, MO

4-8345. Bridgeport, Conn., Yewell Associates, Inc.,
1101 East Main St., FO 6-3456. Burlington, Mass.,
Yewell Associates,

Inc., Middlesex Turnpike, BR

2-9000. Camp Hill, Pa., I. E. Robinson Co., 2120
Market St., RE 7-6791. Chicago, Crossley Asso•
ciaies, Inc., 2711 W. Howard St., SH 3-8500. Cleveland, S. Sterling Co., 5827 Mayfield Rd., HI 2•8080.
Dallas, Earl Lipscomb Assoc., P. 0. Box 7084, FL
7-1881 and ED 2-6667. Dayton, Crossley Associates, Inc., 2801 Far Hills Ave., AX 9-3594. Denver,

-

DY-2540 SCANNER COUPLER
transfers electronic counter
data to serial entry machines
such as tape perforators, electric typewriters. Multiple inputs,
multiple outputs. Also highspeed model, DY-2542, for
rates to 80 characters/second.
DY-2540, $ 890.00.

1

DY-2512 CARD PUNCH COUPLER
permits direct entry of counter
information onto punched
cards, eliminating manual key
punch. Operates unattended.
Readily connects Dymec or hpcounters to IBM 523 Summary
Card Punch. $ 1,890.00.

tahona & Co., 1886 S. Broadway, PE 3-3791. Detroit, S. Sterling Co., 15310 W. McNichols Rd.,
BR 3-2900. Englewood, N. J., R. M. C. Associates,
391 Grand Ave., LO 7-3933. Fort Myers, Fla., Arthur Lynch & Assoc., 35 W. North Shore Ave., WY
5-2151. High Point, N. C., Bivins & Caldwell, Inc.,
1923 N. Main St., Tel. 2-6873. Houston, Earl Lipscomb Assoc., P. 0. Box 6573, MO 7-2407. Huntsville, Ala., Bivins & Caldwell, Inc., JE 2-5733. Indianapolis, Crossley Associates, Inc., 5420 No.
Coltege Ave., CL 1.9255. Kansas City, Mo., Harris- Hanson Co., 7916 Paseo Blvd., HI 4-9494. Las
Cruces, N. M., Neely Enterprises, 126 S. Water
St., JA 6-2486. Los Angeles, Neely Enterprises,
3939 Lonkershim Blvd., North Hollywood, Calif.,
ST 7-0721. New York, R. M. C. Associates, 236 E.
75th St., IR 9.2023. Phoenix, Neely Enterprises,
641 E. Missouri, CR 4-5431. Pittsburgh, S. Sterling
Co..

4024 Clairton Blvd., TU 4-5515.

Portland,

Ore., ARVA, 1238 N. W. Glisan, CA 7-1281. Rochester, N. Y., Edward A. Ossmann & Assoc., 830
Linden Ave., LU 6-4940. Rockville, Md., Horman
Associates, Inc., 941 Roll os Ave., HA 7-7560. Sac-

...
+A if ete « tee

*et)** le"'

DY-2513 COUNTER SCANNER.
Gathers multiple electronic
counter data for printing on a
single digital recorder: Simplifies simultaneous data measurements. For all Dymec or - hpcounters. $ 1,750.00.

ramento, Calif., Neely Enterprises, 1317 • 15th St.,
Gt 2-8901. San Carlos, Calif., Neely Enterprises,
501 Laurel St., LY 1-2626. San Diego, Neely Enterprises, 1055 Shofter Street, AC 3-8106. Seattle,
ARVA, 120 W. Thomas St., AT 4-7337. St. Louis,
Harris- Hanson Co., 2814 S. Brentwood Blvd., MI
7-4350. St. Paul, Crossley Associates, Inc., 842
Raymond Ave., MI 6-7881. Syracuse, Edward A.
Ossmann & Assoc., 2363 James St., HE 7-8446.

Data subject to change without
notice. Prices f.o.b. factory.

Toronto, Ontario, Atlas Instrument Corp., Ltd., 50
Wirgold Ave., RU 1-6174. Tucson, Neely Enterprises, 232 So. Tucson Bvd., MA 3-2564. Upper
Darby, Pa., I. E. Robinson Co., 7404 W. Chester
Pike, SH 8-1294. Vancouver, B. C., Atlas Instru-

0,-NelEc

DY MEC, INC.
INC. Electronic Instrumentation Systems
Palo Alto, California •

Vestal, N. Y., Edward A. Ossmonn & Assoc., P. 0.
Box 92, EN 5-0296. Winnipeg, Manitoba, Atlas
Instrument Corp., ltd., 72 Princess St., WH 18707.

(formerly Dynac, Inc.)
395 Page Mill Road •

ment Corp., Ltd., 106-525 Seymour St., MU 3-5848.

DAvenport 6-1755
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FINANCIAL ROUNDUP
ure equipment, transistors and diodcs, traveling-wave
tubes and other microwave devices, radar equipment,
color television, computers and controls.
Firm
spends 6 percent of each nondefense sales dollar on
research, development and engineering.
Its 1957 sales of $ 344 million were divided as
follows: tubes, 40 percent; lighting, 25 percent;
defense systems, 12 percent; others, 23 percent.
General Telephone is the largest independent
telephone system operator in the U. S. It has 3,300,000 telephone installations, or 36 percent of all
independent telephones in use. It is also the nation's
largest manufacturer of telephone equipment for
independent phone companies.
Primarily interested in telephone communications,
GT is already quite active in the electronics industry through its manufacturing subsidiaries.
Largest manufacturer in system is Automatic Electric Corp. of Northlake, Ill., with 6,742 employees.
It makes telephone equipment, guided missile testing components, automatic railroad signal devices,
automatic pin spotters and oil well drilling equipment.
A smaller subsidiary, Electronic Secretaries of
Waukesha, Wis., makes phone-answering gear.
Leich Electric, with 590 employees in Genoa,
makes central telephone office equipment. Three
foreign manufacturing subsidiaries in Canada, Belgium and Italy employ about 2,600 people.
General Telephone Labs, also situated at Northlake, is CT's research and development subsidiary,.
It is currently knee-deep in efforts to join the telephone with electronics.
Future major role of Automatic and Lcich will
be to make electronic telephone equipment.
Merged firm will be led by presidents of the participants, with Sylvania's Don G. Mitchell president
and GT's Donald C. Power board chairman.
Donald C. Power, GT president, foresees the day
when U.S. w ill be linked by anationwide telephone
system directed lw electronic switches. Nlachines
of the future will have many controls regulated by
telephone facilities, Power predicts.

More Big Mergers?
Here's a backstage look at proposed Sylvania- General Tel. merger
and why it's in the works
ANNOUNCI

I
7\ Ithis month of plans to merge Sylvania into General Telephone— to be named General Telephone & Electronics Corp.—leaves industry
leaders buzzing with speculation today on possible
industry impact and reasons behind merger.
Already these leaders arc assessing the corporate
marriage prospects of many other firms.
A major factor behind the GT-Sylvania merger,
according to informed sources, is Sylvania's desire
to better its ability to compete with other giants of
the industry for electronics business of tomorrow,
"particularly industrial."
Also, the union will help solve problem of the
huge sum of money that will be required.
Combined sales of the two firms in 1957 totalled
$832 million, a figure exceeded by only six others—
GE, Western Electric, Westinghouse, RCA, IBM
and Sperry Rand.
In addition to common interests in the broad field
of industrial electronics, GT and Sylvania have a
specific mutual interest in electronic telephone
communications.
Following description of their current activities
and future plans spotlights these areas of common
interest.
Sylvania makes radio and television sets and tubes
for entertainment products, industrial and other
special purpose tubes, electronic systems for defense,
semiconductors, radar and tube components and
tube accessory equipment and materials. Major nonelectronic items are lighting products, cameras, flashbulbs and other accessories. In R&D is it active
in defense, atomic energy and industrial work.
Current important R&D projects include electrolumincscence, guided missiles and countermeas-

SHARES and PRICES
SO\ ania-General Eckmerger spotlights the grow-
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Electronics Firms
With Interests in
Telephone Business

Latest
12 Mos. Percent
Dividend Yield

Traded

1958
Price
Range

10.58

NYSE

167 7/8-196 1/
2

mos)

3.15

NYSE

40% -57 1/
4

(6

mos)

1.81

NYSE

29 1/
4 -531/4

(9

mos)

2.37

NYSE

31 1/
2 -54 3
4
/

(12 mos)

5.54

OTC

9.00

4.6

10.Y6

General Telephone

55 1
2
/

2.00

3.6

3.12

(9

International Tel. & Tel.

53

1.80

3.4

1.72

2.00

3.6

1.72

3.60

2.9

Sylvania

53%
124 1

Western Electric
'Bid

telephone communications, will
play an even bigger role in 10 to 15
yea TS when electronic switching
comes into wider use.

Earnings Per Common Share
1958
Period
1957

1961 v2

American Tel. & Tel.

6

Recent
Price

lug importance of electronics in
the telephone business and the
stock of firms with interest in this
area. Electronics, already vital in

(12 mos)-

ended Sept
November 28,
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MECHANICAL REM ROY
New manufacturing techniques
increase ruggedness for rough
service applications.
Designed to withstand severe conditions of shock and vibration, the new
Clevite ruggedized diode offers, in addition to the well known electrical
advantages of gold- bonded diodes, a new high in mechanical strength.
For installation with automatic assembly equipment, for missiles, or
other applications in which high values of acceleration are encountered,
for all your diode needs, specify Clevite
A DIVISION

Clevite data on request.

OF

CLEVITE

Clevite Graphite Bronze •

. • •
Brush Instruments • Clevite

Electronic Components • Clavite Harr.s Products •
Clevite Ltd. • Cievite Ordnance • Clevite Research Center
Texas

Division •

Intermetall G.m.b.H.

TRANSISTOR

PRODUCTS

241 Crescent St., Waltham 54, Mess. TWinbrook 4-9330
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MERGERS, ACQUISITIONS and FINANCE
•Amphenol Electronics of Chicago and George W. Borg Corp.,
De'avail, Wis., agree on general
principles for merger of the two
companies into a new firm to be
known as Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation. Agreement is
subject to approval of stockholders
who will vote Dec. 30. Borg stockholders will receive one and athird
shares of new A-BE stock for each
share held; Amphenol shareholders
will get one for one. New firm
will be headed by Arthur J.
Schmitt, present Amphenol president. New company's total assets
will exceed S37 million and it
anticipates sales of S50 million
plus. Amphenol makes a broad
line of electronic hardware and
components.
Borg makes auto
clocks, potentiometers and other
electronic equipment.

money will be used for working
capital and general purposes. The
aircraft firm originally filed plan
for the debenture issue with the
SEC back in June. Offering was
postponed several months because
of bond market conditions. In the
interim, original plan for S25million debenture offering was
sealed down S3 million.

•Martin Co. issues S20 million
of 51-percent sinking fund debentures with warrants attached. New

•Electronics Communications,
St. Petersburg, Fla., issues 100,000
shares of common stock at 18;

•Geophysics Corp. of America
has recently been formed in Boston,
\lass. New firm's initial efforts
will be to provide government with
R&D services in the field of environmental physics. New corporation was launched through financing by Laurance Rockefeller &
Associates and assistance from Itek
Corp. of Boston, 1\ lass., in form
of technical and administrative
services.

MAY
ELECTRONICS

SEPT

•Coleman Engineering, ' Torrance, Calif., plans to issue SI million of 6-percent debentures due
in 1973, with warrants. Each S500
principal amount of debentures
will carry warrants to purchase 30
common shares without additional
payment. Debentures will be offered at face value. Firm makes
converters, data recording equipment and digitizers.
•Ling Electronics obtains S2.2
million through placement of 5L
percent
convertible
debentures
with institutional and private investors. Money will be used to retire bank loans and for general corporate purposes. White, Weld &
Co. of New York and W. R. Staats
& Co. of L. A. did financing.

OCT

RECEIVER PRODUCTION

PRODUCTION INDEX

FIGURES OF THE WEEK

LATEST MONTHLY FIGURES
EMPLOYMENT AND EARNINGS

RECEIVER PRODUCTION
Nov. 7, ' 58

Oct. 31, ' 58

Nov. 8, ' 57

Sept. ' 58

Aug. ' 58

Sept. ' 57

Television sets, total

111,554

121,465

138,831

Prod, workers, comm. equip

367,200

354,900

417,900

Radio sets, total

344,204

306,977

390,435

Av. wkly. earnings, comm

$83.62

$82.59

$78.40

Auto sets

117,585

56,071

120,234

Av. wkly. earnings, radio

$83.03

$81.40

$76.02

Av. wkly. hours, comm

40.2

39.9

40.0

Av. wkly. hours, radio

40.5

40.1

39.8

(Source: EIA)

STOCK PRICE AVERAGES
Nov. 12, ' 58

Nov. 5, ' 58

Radio tv & electronics

68.84

66.41

41.73

Radio broadcasters

76.88

77.48

50.82

(Source: Standard & Poor's)

Nov. 13, ' 57

(Source: Our. Labor Statistics)

TRANSISTOR SALES
(Source: EIA)
Unit sales
Value

FIGURES OF THE YEAR
1958
Receiving tube sales
Transistor sales

Totals for first nine months
1957

Percent Change

291,718,000

341,663,000 — 14.6

30,387,277

18,842,300 + 61.3

Cathode-ray tube sales

5,844,665

7,308,552 — 20.0

Television set production

3,572,189

4,589,164

Radio set production

8,178,821

8

through Laird & Co. of N. Y. St.
Pete firm produces electronic communications, detection, navigation
and control equipment, primarily
for the armed forces.

— 22.2

10,764,454 — 24.0

Sept. ' 58

Aug. ' 58

Sept. ' 57

5,076,443

4,226,616

3,231,000

$ 1.0,811,4 12

$ 9,975,935 $ 6,993,000

TUBE SALES
(Source: EIA)
Receiving tubes, units
Receiving tubes, value
Picture tubes, units
Picture tubes, value

Sept. ' 58

Aug. ' 58

Sept. ' 57

40,061,000

30,456,000

44,382,000

$33,951,000 $ 25,442,000 $ 35,545,000
891,803

713,458

1,071,662

$ 17,704,289 $ 14,190,878 $ 20,819,036
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WASHINGTON OUTLOOK
LONG-SMOLDERING private resentment against Air Force management of
missile development and procurement has erupted officially. At issue is a
recent report by the Air Force Inspector General which discloses criticism of
Air Force ballistic missile management.
Since the report has become known, the General Accounting Office has
asked for acopy as part of its own investigation. So has Rep. John Moss's
House Government Operations subcommittee, which makes a speciality of
probing such matters.
With White House backing, the Air Force has refused to release the full
report. But under Moss's pressure, the Air Force has made public a 35-page
summary of the Inspector General's report. The summary, which has failed
to satisfy Moss so far, nevertheless contains sonic of the simmering charges.
It dwells at length on the history of the Air Force's ballistic missile management and speaks of the "extraordinary growth" of one company. Gobs of
statistics on assets, sales, and Air Force-paid fees are presented. So are
critical statements from some ballistic missile contractors.
Summary indicates that there has been considerable industry resentment
over alleged favoritism. The report airs charges that there was interference
by an Assistant Air Force Secretary with the award of asubcontract to design
and fabricate data-processing equipment for one ballistic missile guidance
system. The Inspector General's report quotes missile contractors as alleging
that there was interference with "contractor performance." There are also
quoted complaints against management personnel.
The report summary severely criticizes the purchasing operations of major
contractors, claims many companies have failed to give purchasing " sufficient
status," on a par with manufacturing and engineering operations.
As a result of downgrading' the purchasing function, the report indicates,
there have been faulty procurement practices. In some cases, the contractors'
engineering departments have subcontracted work directly, maintaining little
coordination with their dwn purchasing departments. Some subcontractors
became "delinquent" in performing the work because of the primes' failure
to "follow up and control."

...not at
‘a
litne,e7

in Southern California!
We

have

output next year. The current schedule calls for about 10 overseas
squadrons—no more than three of them Jupiter-equipped. At the
same time, production of the Atlas ICBM will be substantially boosted.
Defense Secy. McElroy's thinking on the issue runs like "M'e
might not have the requirements for the number of (Thors or Jupiter, ,
or both of them combined that we have been thinking about up to
this point. The further you go down .the road toward an operational
capability of the ICBM, the less interesting it is for us to deploy additional ... IRBNI's—and we are coming closer to the time of operational
capability of the Atlas".
ELECTRONICS business issue -- November 28,
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career

positions

we encourage and promote the full use
of your talents—you can realize your
potential in tomorrow's technology.
If you are qualified in one of these fields
MISSILE GUIDANCE
TELEMETE RING
AIRBORNE RADAR
MISSILE HYDRAULICS
& MARINE HYDRAULICS

There has also been criticism that prime missile contractors have repeatedly

• The Pentagon has decided to hold production of the Air Force's
land-based IRBN1's at the current low volume rather than increase

important

open NOW at all levels in our small
engineering groups. At Bendix-Pacific

In other cases, the report says, primes have been forced into " premium
costs" for material by manufacturing in their own plants instead of allowing
their purchasing departments to try to buy on the outside at lower prices.
violated military procurement regulations by awarding cost-plus-fixed-fee
subcontracts without prior Air Force approval.

7P
1rciec

SONAR
& ANTISUBMARINE WARFARE
Please write W. C. Walker your qualifications
or fill in the coupon and mail it today.

W. C. Walker, Engineering Employm't Mgr.
Bendllx-Paeific, Bendix Aviation Corp.
11604 Sherman Way, No. Hollywood, Calif.
Iam interested In ( check one)
ID Electrical D Mechanical Engineerirg
Iam agraduate engineer wit
degree
t am not a graduate engineer but have
years experience.
Name
Address
City
Zone

State
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EXECUTIVES IN THE NEWS
ACCEPTED SYMBOLS

32
Cordiner: logic and plans

Symbol for germanium . . element
basic to the new physics of semiconductor materials.
Just as engineers readily recognize
Ge os the symbol for germanium, so
do they associate the name Tung- Sol
with quality production of semiconductors. Insistence upon quality production only— the policy which has
earned Tung- Sol its position as America's largest independent electron
tube manufacturer— will always characterize Tung-Sol's semiconductor
program.

(fi
'
TUNG-SOL'
I.---ILIECTRON TUBES
SEMICONDUCTORS

Tung- Sol Electric Inc., Newark 4, N. J.
Manufacturers of Automotive and Electronic Components

Miniature
Lamps

Sealed Bean'
Headlamps

Signal
Flashers

eadin

and
!V Iubes

Tins YEAR'S James H. McGraw Award for "personal contributions of
merit" to the electrical industry was presented at the National Electrical Manufacturers Association meeting two weeks ago to General
Electric board chairman Ralph J. Cordiner. The award, established
in 1926 by the founder of the McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., went to
Cordiner in recognition of the benefits that accrued to the entire
industry from the Live Better Electrically program.
The tall, dignified Cordiner, chief architect of GE's future since
he became assistant to then-president Charles E. Wilson in 1943, is
a thorough and thoughtful executive with a large capacity for work
and a deep respect for the power of the mind. He was born on a
1,300-acre ranch near 'Walla Walla, Wash., in the spring of 1900, grew
up as a ranch hand, went into the Navy on his 18th birthday. Six
months later he left the service to resume his education at Whitman
College. He majored in economics, specialized in logic.
While in school, he sold washing machines for aWashington utility.
became a commercial manager for the firm after his graduation in
1922. A year later he joined aGE affiliate, the Edison General Electric
Appliance Co. In the ensuing 25 years he trained under the greats
of GE's past, men whose names ring as profoundly in management's
halls of fame as Steinmetz and Langmuir do in science's: Gerard Swope,
Owen Young and Charles E. Wilson.
GE's explosive wartime expansion thrust him to the top, and his
natural talent for long-haul planning kept him there. He became exec
v-p in 1949 and president when Wilson retired at yearend 1950. Planning for the business generation- 15 to 20 years ahead—is, he believes,
the first function of corporate management. He delights in pointing
out that three quarters of his attention is devoted to planning for
things that will happen after his retirement.
In 1925, Cordiner married his college sweetheart Gwyneth Lewis.
The Cordiners have four daughters, all graduates of Northwestern, all
married.

COMMENT
Plant .
1\

Aluminized
Picture Tubes
CIRCLE

10

Special Purpose
Tubes
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It was a pleasure to scc your
magazine devote : n entire 1,‘,111'

to the problems of plant modernization ( Special Issue -Plan ' 59,"
Oct. 24). Most economists are
predicting an explosive rate of
growth for American industry during the next decade, and certainly

CARD
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the nation's foremost growth industry—electronics—ought to lead the
way.
Yet the industry, as you point
out, is not ready for this dynamic
upsurge. So many concerns doing
business in electronics do not seem
to realize that there arc better ways
to put things together than by hand.
If the industry doesn't heed its
own advice. how can it expect to
sell industrial control equipment?
Furthermore, the whole " bitsand-pieces" philosophy of electronic apparatus could profitably be
replaced by research leading to new
concepts on the component level.
What's
needed
is
honest
thought. not limited by preconception or by the rutted channels of
habit. We're all guilty: we all need
to think.
J. S.CARBERRY
PROVIDENCE, R.I.

. . . The plant modernization
issue of Oct. 24 was an outstanding
job. . .
DAVID S.KIRBY
L.C.COLE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO

. . . You mention (" Economics
Slows Updating Abroad," p 12,
Oct. 24) the European production
picture, and state that " neither
Western Europe, Japan nor the
Soviet Union come close to the
degree of mechanization found in
the U. S. electronics industry."
You go on to say that most engineers "singled out West Germany
for special comment."
Iwas surprised not to find any
mention of the new tube-production facility opened recently by
Philips GLF in Eindhoven. Netherlands. This plant is supposed to be
the most modern of its kind anywhere. . . .
P. L. BYCK
'
W HEELING, W .VA.
Historically,
componentmakers
have led the way in mechanized
production, for good and sufficient
economic reasons. The Philips
plant is certainly anotable accomplishment.

a faster way to
cold- punch printed circuits

The DUPL-O-SCOPE
Firms punching and notching printed circuit board,- - or any sheets up
to 1
/
4"mild steel— know how profitable it is with aStrippit Fabricator.
Duplicator. Now, it's even faster with the new Dupl-O-Scope, which
eliminates the template drilling and layout step!
Readily mounted in the Duplicator stylus bracket, this precision
optical pickup device quickly translates a drawing, layout or printed
circuit sample into a punched metal template — ready for rapid-fire
cold punching and notching on the Fabricator- Duplicator using standard interchangeable tools or "specials" made up to your requirements.
Write today for catalog and an actual demonstration on your work
at your plant by aStrippit Mobile Unit.
Warehouse stocks at Chicago and Los Angeles.

The versatile Strippit Fabricator, onemachine shop for quick-change punching.
notching and nibbling — available with
positive Duplicator for high-speed production punching and notching in complex
patterns including printed circuit boards.

WALES

STR I
PPIT
Company
225 Buell Road. Akron,

New York

In Canada: Strippit Tool & Machirie Limited,

'
HOUDAILLE

Brampton, Onto .lo
CIRCLE 6 READERS SERVICE CARD
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Do You Have Critical
Filter Problems?

SANGAMO
MAY HAVE THE
ANSWER TO YOUR

Sangamo Electric Company has been designing and building specialty
filters since 1927. These filters have been used in a wide variety of metering,
telephone and military equipment produced by Sangamo, and by a limited
group of electrical and electronic manufacturers. San gamos thirty years of
filter design and manufacturing experience is now available to the industry.

Here's a Typical

Example: The filter

PROBLEM

universal wound coils are enclosed in

illustrated was required for use in a
circuit which was designed to amplify

powdered iron cups with moveable slugs
for precise adjustment of the response
and the phase shift. These inductors
manufactured by Sangamo have uniform
distributed capacity and Q. The cup-en-

extremely small signals in the range of
25 KC to 26 KC.
BASIC OPERATIONAL

closed inductance coils are in turn housed

AND DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS :

characteristics must be reproducible

Meet applicable requirements for military apparatus.

over a long period of years to insure
properly functioning spare parts.

Operate in aplate circuit of an ampli-

Temperature range 0° to 85°C.

fier presenting an effective generator

in a die-cast aluminum enclosure. This
housing lends physical rigidity to the
coupled structure and assists in minimizing magnetic interaction between the enclosed inductors.The entire filter assembly

impedance of 47,000 ohms and to
drive the grid circuit of the following

SANGAMO SOLUTION TO PROBLEM

is enclosed in ahermetically sealed drawn

The above requirements were met by

amplifier stage.

using three parallel tuned circuits proper-

steel case. The terminals are of the extremely rugged compression glass type.

Operate at signal level as low as 10
microvolts.

ly coupled by capacitors. Selection of the
L-C ratios, coupling, and circuit Qs were
made in order to fulfill the overall response requirements and at the same time
present the proper load to the driving amplifier stage. Stability requirements were
obtained by using Sangamo silvered mica
capacitors. Negative temperature coefficient capacitors were inserted in parallel

Passband ripple not to exceed 1 db.
from 25 KC to 26 KC.
Minimum rejection shall be 35 db. at
28 KC and 40 db. at 23 KC.
The phase shift, from one production
filter to another, shall not vary more
than 5° at any point in the 25 KC to
26 KC bandpass.
The phase shift and attenuation

REL MIRE ATTENUATION - OECI8

Must be well shielded against external
fields.

11111iiiiTrir

with the tuned circuits to correct for the
positive temperature coefficient of the inductors. A phase shift variation of 2.5°
maximum from 25 KC to 26 KC has
been consistently maintained during eight
years of production on these units. The

7

I II

II

FREQUENCY

JO KC

Relative response curve of this
Sanqamo bandpass filter.

Write us today for an
engineering analysis of your
specialized filter applications.
Sangamo's engineers are ready
to help you.

CI. CI
p C7
C2p C
., C5p
—

4

Temperature
Cap

Ch —

Compensators

Sangamo

Silvered Mica Capacitors

19) SANGAMO
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AN ELECTRONICS
SPECIAL
MARKET
REPORT

The Missile Market
• Electronics' share of the 1959 missile market will approach
$3 billion
• Fiscal year 1959 is ushering in mass production but R&D will
always represent a large portion of the program
By John F. Mason, Associate Editor

SIZE OF NEW BUSINESS— Large-scale production of
operational mi:siles %ill be an important element
of the missile program for fiscal year 1939.
Experienced missile and missile-component producers will get many of the orders. But other firms,
with missile hardware capabilities, will be able to
get into the missile field for the first time.

ELECTRONICS' SHARE— Nobody has figures on
electronics' share of the overall guided-missile budget. The electronics part of a missile's cost can,
however, be estimated for each type of missile. It
ranges from 25 percent for ballistic missiles through
35 percent for long-range, nonballistic missiles to
50 percent for all other missile types.
The best overall estimate seems to be 40 percent
as electronics' share of the total missile budget.
Figuring this way, the armed services will have
$1,951.1 million in new funds to write contracts
against in fiscal ' 59 ( p 16, top left). This does not
include funds for R&D and for certain ground gear
entered in the Budget Bureau's " Electronics and
Communications" category.
These new funds for 1959 do not represent all the
money available for obligation for procurement and
production in 1959, however. Funds authorized for
obligation prior to 1959 that were never committed
are carried forward and made available for obligation
in 1959. Some $959.05 million in unused obligational authority will be carried forward into fiscal
1959. Therefore, electronics' share of total obligational authority for 1959. new funds plus earn-over,
will be about $ 2,910.15 million.
EXPENDITURES —Obligational authority results in
new contracts and this is what makes smoke go up
factory chimneys, new plants rise, employment increase and new equipment sales build up. However,
ELECTRONICS business issue
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government expenditures, that is, actual payments
for completed work, are on the rise also.
Expenditures in fiscal 1959 for electronic gear for
missiles, most it contracted for in prior years, are
estimated at $ 1,349.2 million ( p 16, top right). This
does not include expenditures for R&D or for some
ground gear carried under other categories in the
federal budget.

NEW BUSINESS BY MISSILE CATEGORY —Electronics $2,910.15 million share of the money available for new contracts in fiscal 1959 breaks down
as follows: 32 percent ($942.65 million) for surface-tosurface missiles and 68 percent ($ 1,967.5 million)
for all other categories—air-to-air, air- to-surface and
surface-to-air ( p 16, lower left).
Of the $942.5 million for surface-to-surface missiles, 63 percent ($ 594 million) will go into ballistic
missiles— IRBM and ICBM. Long-range, nonballistic
Snark, Mace, Regulus II, and
Goose—will get 5-1 percent ($ 52.15 million). Short
range surface-to-surface missiles—such as antisubmarine rockets and torpedos, Lacrosse, Sergeant and
Redstone—will get 311 percent ($296.5 million)
(p 16, lower right).
Though the Department of Defense will not reveal any further breakdown of fiscal 1959 obhgational authority for missiles, the following breakdown
has been obtained from Congressional subcommittee
hearings and other sources:
Surface-to-air: USAF's Bomarc A and B—$814.6
million ($407.3 million for electronics); Army's NikeAjax, Nike-Hercules, Hawk and Talos—$430 million
($215 million for electronics); Army's Nike-Zeus—
$262.7 million ($ 131.3 million for electronics); and
Navy's Talos, Terrier ( see cover photo) and Tartar—
$371.9 million ( S185.8 million for electronics). Total
13

for surface-to-air missile electronics: $939.4 million
plus amount obligated for USAF's Goose.
Air-to-surface: USAF's Hound Dog will get $ 140.1
million ($ 70 million for electronics).
"Phis leaves about $958 million for the electronic
portions of the remaining missiles: all air-to-surface
missiles except Ilound Dog; and all air-to-air missiles.

WHERE TO SELL—Although some electronic gear
is sold directly to government missile buying agencies
for delivery to primes as government furnished
equipment ( gfe), by far the largest missile market
the prime and/or subcontractors of a missile system. In many cases the majority of money paid
out to a priine goes to subcontractors and vendors.
lere is the way each military service contracts:

USAF: R&D contracts for new guided-missile systems: Weapons Systems Office of Air Research and
Development Command, Wright-Patterson AFB,
Ohio, and the Ballistic Missile Center of Air Materiel Command ( A\ IC), Inglewood, Calif.
Contracts are of two types: The weapons systems
manager contract in which one prime has responsibility for entire system, subcontracting subsystems
to other companies; and, the contractor team approach in which several companies jointly accept
responsibility for development of a system.
Production contracts for guided missiles: AMC,
WrightPatterson AFB, Ohio.
AMC uses the weapons system manager approach.
Twenty percent of the dollar value of the electronic
gear going into guided missiles is bought directly
from industry by AN IC and delivered as gfe to
the prime. This. gear consists of large complete
systems or subsystems.
Sale of small electronic components, such as resistors, switches, capacitors, tubes and transformers:
Dayton AF Depot, Gentile AF Station, Dayton,
Ohio: These components are replacements for
already operational missiles—after AMC is no longer
buying them as gfe. The depot spends $ 100 million
ayear on components for aircraft, missiles.
R&D contracts for ballistic missiles: Ballistic Missile Center of AMC, Inglewood, Calif.
Each ballistic missile has four prime contractors:
guidance, airframe, nose cone and propulsion. Coordination is provided by 13MC with technical supervision by Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Corp.
R&D contracts for ground communication and
radar tracking equipment for missile sites: Rome
Air Development Center, Griffiss AFB, Rome, N. Y.
Production contracts, amounting to $ 100 million
a year, for missile site gear: Rome AP Depot.

NAVY—Bureau of Aeronautics, Washington, D. C.:
(Continued on p 16)

ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN
GUIDED MISSILE SYSTEMS
ACTIVE RADAR HOMING: Missileborne: Radome, antenna, free-space reference gyros. Radar transmitter, radar
receiver, tracking servo system ( to position antenna).
Fuzing system: Safety and arming device (accelerometer,
relay interlock), triggering device (contact fuze, proximity
fuze).
Control unit: Missile motion reference (rate gyro, integrating gyro, accelerometer), control surface positioning
device ( hydraulic actuator, hotgas actuator, servo motor),
control surface position indicator ( potentiometer, synchros,
resolver, induction pickoff).
Power supply: Generator, battery, transformer, rectifier,
inverter, voltage regulators.
Ground and/or interceptor: acquisition and tracking
radars, computer, tracking servo systems, antennas.
SEMIACTIVE AND PASSIVE RADAR HOMING:
Essentially the same as Active Radar Homing minus radar
transmitter.
BEAM RIDER: Missileborne: Radar receiver, control amplifiers, gyros ( rate, free), accelerometers, servo amplifiers,
fuzing devices.
Launcher: Guidance radar, launch zone analog computer,
reference system ( inertial gyros), launching pylon with connectors and control panel for monitoring and firing including umbilical connector ( squib).
Shipboard: Three radars, analog computer, central target control console, remote display, combat information
center, communications equipment between stations. Servo
amplifiers and actuators to train missile in prelaunch direction, reference system.
RADIO COMMAND: Missileborne: Communications
link receiver, antennas ( parabolic, dipole, lens, slots, horns,
traveling wave), gyros, pulse transponders, c-w transponders, electronic servo systems, electronic detonation
system, analog computer, command decoder.
Surface system: Analog computers, digital computer,
data encoder, pulse radar, c-w radar, shortbaseline radar,
long-base-line radar using microwave interferometers.
INFRARED: Missileborne: Infrared dome, infrared telescope, free-space reference ( gyros: free, rate), positioning
device (clutches, servo motors, actuators), position indicator ( potentiometer, synchros, resolvers, induction pick.
offs), focusing device ( mirrors, lens), spectral filter, scan
ning device, detector cell, detector cooler.
Fuzing device, control unit and electrical power supply
are same as for Semiactive Radar Homing.
INERTIAL: Missileborne: Gyros ( free, rate, integrating).
precision amplifiers, accelerometers ( gyro, drag cup, other
forced feedback), servo amplifiers, synchros, analog computers, digital computers, operational amplifiers, function
generators, instnnnent servo amplifiers ( for tachometers,
potentiometer drives), master voltage reference apparatus,
power supplies, crystal oscillators, amplifiers. antennas
(flush, vane, slot), infrared components, radiobeacons,
recovery aids, arming switch, telemetry subcarrier oscillators, telemetry transmitter, tape recorders, sensors.
Ground and/or mother vehicle: Signal simulators, meters,
optical alignment devices, telemetry, receivers and iecorders, analog computer, digital computers, star trackers,
theodolite, target information computer, temperature control unit, check out, launcher control equipment, automatic checkout equipment, programming devices.

STELLAR- INERTIAL: Saine as for inertial plus: star
tracking telescopes, photocell amplifiers, servo amplifiers
and controllers for driving telescope gimbals. gyro torque
generators including amplifiers for converting stellar signals into corrective torques for gyros, star catalog and
selector ( usually part of digital computer), erection amplifiers, analog computers, digital computers, correction
computers, astro tracker.

ACOUSTIC HOMING: Torpedoborne: Transducers, rate
gyro, oscillograph, batteries ( sea water, nickel cadmium,
silver zinc), relays ( dc, standard and miniaturized). relays
c, sensitive, polarized), switches, contact protectors,
(d power supplies.
Shipborne: Echo simulators, vacuum-tube voltmeters,
oscilloscopes, remote indicator, scanning switches, receiver,
video and audio amplifiers.

MISSILES
PRIME
MISSILE

CATEGORY

RANGE
SERVICE ( Mi)

CON TRACTOR

GUIDANCE
CON-

AIRFRAME
CON-

TRACTOR

TRACTOR

MISSILE

Raytheon

Falcon

RANGE
CATEGORY

ACTIVE RADAR HOMING
Sparrow III

air-to-air

OuAer

Raytheon

CAR-2-A
Sidewinder

air-to-air
air-to-air

USAF

Cooke
Quail

surf-to-surf
air- to- surf

USAF
USAF

Atlas

surf- to-surf

USAF

6,300

Hound Dog

airto-surf

USAF

300

Jupiter

surf-to-surf

Army

1,500

Falcon
air-to-air

USAF

Hughes

Hughes

GAR- 3

air-to-air

USAF

Hughes

Hughes

Hughes

Falcon
GAR- 9

air-to-air

USAF

Hughes

Hughes

Hughes

Hawk

surf-to-air

Army/

Raytheon

Raytheon

Northrop

Marines
Tartar

Surf- to-air

Corvus

air-to- surf

BuOrd

10

Convair

Raytheon

Convair

PASSIVE RADAR HOMING
BuAer

75

Temco

TI

Masson

Tenn()

BEAM RIDER
Sparrow I

air-to-air

BuAer

Terrier

surf-to- air

BuOrd

Sperry
10

Convair

Sperry
Sperry

Dougla Convair

BEAM RIDER PLUS ACTIVE RADAR HOMING
Talc's

BuOr:

65

surf to air

Arm,

os

Sperry Ben.1,x MeDuneO

he,:

RCA/Bendix

McDonnell

air- to- surf
surftosurf

BuAer
Army

Lacrosse
Lacrosse

iurf-to-surf

ABC

75

Martin
Firestone

Martin
Gilfillan

Martin
Firestone

Army

15

Martin

FIL

Martin

surf-to-surf

Army

15

Cornell

CONTRACTOR

Hughes

Hughes

Philco/GE

HunterDouglas

Fairchild

Fairchild

Fairchild

McDonnell

McDonnell

McDonnell

Convair

Arma

Convair

No. Amer.

No. Amer.

No. Amer.

Chrysler

Ford Inst.

Chrysler

AC Spark Plug

2 Philco/GE

ICM

INERTIAL

Mace

surf- to-surf

USAF

650

Martin

Minuteman

surfto surf

USAF

5,500

Boeing

No. Amer.

Pershing

surf- to-surf

Army

500

Martin

Bendix

Polaris

surf- to-surf

Navy

1,500

Lockheed

GE/MIT

Lockheed

Redstone

surf-to- surf

Army

250

Chrysler

Ford Instr.

Reynolds

Regulus li

surf-to- surf

BuAer

1,000

Ch. Vought

AC spark Plug Ch. Vought

Sergeant

surf-to-surf

Army

200

WL/Sperry

Sperry

Thor

surfto surf

USAF

1,509

Douglas

AC Spark Plug Douglas

5,500

Martin

Arma

Minn- Honey

Minn- Honey

Martin

Sperry

Titan

surfto- surf

USAF

Wagtail

air-to- surf

USAF

Snark

surf- to surf

USAF

Atlas

surfto- surf

USAF

6,300

Convair

GE/Burroughs Convair

Titan

surf- to-surf

USAF

5,500

Martin

BTL/Rem Rand Martin

Martin

STELLAR- INERTIAL
5,000

Northrop

Northrop

Northrop

Nike- Ajax
Hike -

surf- to-air

Army

50

West. Elec.

West. Elec.

Douglas

Hercules
Rascal

surf-to-air
air-to-surf

Army
USAF

100
100

West. Elec.
Bell A/C

West. Elec.
Texas Inst.

Douglas
Bell A/C

Regulus I

surfto-surf

BuAer

500

Stavid

Terrier

surf-to air

Marines

Chance
Vought
Convair

Chance
Vought
Convair

TV- INERTIAL
White

10

TRACTOR

RADIO- INERTIAL

RADIO COMMAND
Bullpup
Corporal

TRACTOR

AUTOPILOT

BEAM RIDER PLUS SEMIACTIVE RADAR HOMING
Talos

AIRFRAME

CON-

Hughes

BuOrd/
USAF

Hughes

Falcon
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GUIDANCE

INFRARED HOMING

Raytheon

SEMIACTIVE RADAR HOMING
GAR- I-0

SERVICE ( Mi)

PRIME
CON -

West Elec.

RADIO COMMAND PLUS ACTIVE RADAR HOMING
Bomarc A

surf- to- air

USAF

200

Boeing

Westinghouse

Boeing

Bomarc B

surf-to-air

USAF

400

Boeing

Westinghouse

Boeing

USAF,,

Lance

airtosurf

Navy

Martin

Mace
Regulus Il

(Automatic Terrain Recognition and Navigation)
surf-to- surf USAF
650 Martin
Goodyear A/C
surf-to-surf BuAer
1,000 Ch. Vought

Mark 43

antisub

BuOrd

Clevite

Rat

antisub

BuOrd

NOTS

ATRAN
Martin
Ch. Vought

ACOUSTIC HOMING

Subroc

antisub

BuOrd

Goodyear

Librascope/
BuOrd

Clevite/
Alleg Bal

Librascope/

Goodyear

Kearfott

RADIO COMMAND PLUS SHANICLE ( hyperbolic)
Matador

surf- to- surf

USAF

500

Martin `,',irtl

,

Martin

anti- ICBM

Army

Plato

anti BM

Army

Ee
S,,'van a

oest. Ee:

antisub

Vtro Labs

Asroc
Astor

antisub
antisub

Navy
Navy

Eagle

air-to-air

Navy

UNKNOWN

RADIO COMMAND PLUS UNKNOWN
Nike-Zeus

WIRE COMMAND
Mark 39

Doug ,Sts
Douglas

MinnHoney
Minn- Honey
30

Vitro Labs

PhilCO

Millions
of
Dollars

ELECTRONICS' SHARE OF NEW OBLIGATIONAL AUTHORITY FOR PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION OF MISSILES*

1,200

1,160.8

900

ELECTRONICS SHARE OF EXPENDITURES
FOR PROCUREMENT AND PRODUCTION
OF MISSILES*

1,200

1,100
1,000

AilIions
of
Dollars

1,100
1,000

Tote
1958- 925,2
1959-1,751.1

900

800
700

700

600

600

500

500

400

400
294

268.8

200

300

667.2

2896
2372
192.4

200

1
608

138

100
o

919.2

- 800

756

300

•
Totol:
1958-1,094.8
1959-1,349.2

100
8
1958 ' 59
ARMY

'58 ' 59
NAVY

o

' 58 ' 59
USAF

1958 ' 59
ARMY

Not included: IUD and missile money from budget category entitled "Electronics
&Communications."

'58 ' 59
NAVY

' 58 ' 59
USAF

*Not included: IUD and missile money from budget category entitled "Electronics
and Communications."

7
.7

ELECTRONICS' SHARE OF COMPLETE
OBLIGATIONAL PROGRAM FOR MISSILE
SYSTEMS*
Ballistic
(IRBM-IC8M)

1958
1959

ELECTRONICS' SHARE OF COMPLETE
•OBLIGATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SURFACE-TO-SURFACE MISSILE SYSTEMS

536

Lang Range
Non- Ballistic

1958
Surface to Surface
1959

Total:
1958: 805.35
1959:942.65

All Other Categories
oir-tosurface, surfaceto-air)

Short Range
100

200
300
400
Millions of Dollars

500

600

805.35

Total:
1958:1,957 85
1959: 2,91(115
1,152.5

ilitiltilliiillittl
500
1,000
1,500
2000
Millions of Dollars

Inc ludes all nc, obligadonai funds plus unooligated funds brought forward
from, prior years for missile systems.

R&D and production contracts for complete missile systems. Uses weapons systems concept primanh
Buys 13 percent of electronic gear direct.
Bureau of Ordnance, Washington, D. C.:
R&D and production contracts for missile systems.
Production contract type depends on the particular
missile—sonic are weapons systems management and
others arc contracted by major component directly
by BuOrd. BuOrd buys direct: Telemetering systems, combined tracking and missile guidance radar.
Bureau of Ships, Washington, D. C.: Buys surface and air search radars, navigational computers,
fire control systems, ecm and missile magazines.
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ARMY—Army Ordnance Missile Command, Huntsville, Ala.:
R&D and production contracts. Contract approaches range from weapons systems management
to complete " in house" development and production. Eighty to 90 percent of the dollar value of
contracts is with civilian concerns.

MISSILE HARDWARE— Since guidance type determines to alarge degree the particular hardware used,
the hardware list ( p 14) and the missile chart ( p 15)
are grouped by guidance type.
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Weather radar installation (left) enables tv station to show pictures of actual storm conditions

Tv Radar Attracts Buyers
New approach to weather reporting promises a healthy market for
radar gear to track local storms. More than 12 broadcasters have invested this FcII, and manufacturers are eyeing new prospects
TELEVISION BRWDCASTERS in more than eight states
have purchased radar equipment to track storms and
lend new impetus to their weather reports.
Latest count this week reveals more than 12
stations have bought weather radar, with several
more planning to follow suit. One estimate foresees
a market potential approaching S51 million, plus
considerable additional expenditure for studio gear,
cameras, waveguides, cabling, antenna housings, and
platforms. One statien has invested S11,165 on
weather radar, not including fittings.
In Chicago, WBKB has installed its search antenna on an outrigger built on the station's 567- ft
tower. A 47- ft length of iyaveguide connects the
rotating antenna to the receiver-transmitter unit.
The weather antenna is a 30-in. paraboloidal type
moving at 15 rpm. Design of the basic unit is predicated on standard aircraft weather radar and can
be made to track at ranges of 20, 50 and 150 nautical
miles. The radar, which operates at 5,400 nie, picks
up Great Lakes vessels and aircraft as well.
The radar set's plan position indicator is scanned
by a vidicon camera using a slow-persistence tube.
A slide projector superimposes a map of the area
over the ppi display. Maps are changed to match
scanning range.
This installation in general typifies equipment
used by other stations. Some of these are: WBRZ,
Baton Rouge; WN IT, Cedar Rapids; WWII,. Ft.
Lauderdale; WFAA, Dallas; WLW'r, Cincinnati.
ELECTRONICS business issue — November 28,
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Station managers say there
in maintenance of their new
agree, however, that training
proper interpretation of the

is not much difficulty
equipment. They do
is necessary to permit
scope display.

Collins Radio, which has so far equipped nine
stations, estimates that six weeks are required to
become proficient in interpreting scope displays. A
spokes:nail for the company says interest in weather
radar seems to be highest in Nfidwest where tornados
are a frequent menace, and in Gulf coast regions
where tropical hurricanes often threaten. One company official says increasing interest is expected in
coastal regions, where harbor shipping is of importance to the viewing audience.
Although most tv weather radar is being operated
at 5,400 mc, one station. WBAL in Balti-more, will
use 9.3 75 nie. The WBAL equipment has been
provided to the station by Bendix Aviation.
One feature being planned by Bendix is a 12-in.
sweep on the ppi display. Installations are in progress in Baltimore and at WCCO, Minneapolis. At
the Baltimore and Minneapolis stations, the search
antennas will be enclosed in aircraft radomes.
Plastic radomes are used in RCA's weather radar
equipment designed for tv stations. These radomes
will enclose 35- in. paraboloidal antennas. Equipment
will operate in the C band, at 5.5 cm. Company
unit was displayed at the Weather Radar Conference
in Nliami, Fla., last week.
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Profits Come Back A- Running
Third-quarter net profits of many electronics firms are ahead of
high 1957 third-quarter earnings--and well in front of this year's
second period. As for the fourth-quarter outlook, one word: good
ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY profits are on the way up.
Recently issued third-quarter reports of 35 industry
firms back up this conclusion.
Net profits in the third quarter for more than half
the group, 18 out of 35, exceeded those of the third
quarter in 1957. Profit increases over last year were
sizable for 12 of the 18 firms-20 percent or over.
In anumber of cases where profits dropped below
last year's, economic doldrums in nonelectronic
areas—like the automobile industry—were largely
responsible.
A study of corporate third-quarter earnings by
the First National City Bank of New York reveals
that average profits of 27 electrical-electronic equipment and set manufacturers surpassed averages for
525 firms in all areas of manufacturing. Score was:
net profits up three percent for our side, down six
percent for all manufacturing.
The current profit picture in the electronics industry is much more favorable than this third-quarter
comparison indicates. The comparison sets aquarter at the tail end of a recession against a quarter
which was near the final peak of aboom.
Compare third-quarter 1958 net income with that
of the preceding second quarter and the industry
profit 'upturn shines through bright and clear.
Third-quarter profits bested second-quarter results
for 20 of 26 firms in the group. For remaining
nine firms, in the table on right, data for the second
calendar quarter was not available.
The FNCB study also shows electrical-electronic
set manufacturers' group beating the record of all
manufacturing concerns. Average profit gain for
electrical-electronic group was 26 percent, for general manufacturing, 17 percent.
Differences in seasonal pattern of business activity
in no way weakens this third-to-second-quarter comparison. Rather, the seasonal pattern makes the
profit improvement even stronger than figures indicate. Third-quarter is the period of summer slowdown and plant vacation shutdown in which business
activity declines seven percent on average.
There is little doubt that the fourth quarter will
bring still better profits to our industry, as the following company comments indicate:
18

Sylvania: "Outlook for remainder of year
promising."
Sperry Rand: " Full fiscal year earnings will exceed prior year."
Clevite: " Electronics and other business outlook
for remainder of year is encouraging."
Smith-Corona: " Earnings improved in Sept. and
continued in Oct."
General Instruments: " Improved sales and profits
expected in quarters ending Nov. and Feb."
Hoffman: " Full-year earnings should equal or exceed last year's."
Net Income
Third Qtr.
1958

ANNUAL SALES OVER
$100 MILLION
Admiral

Percent Change From
Third Qtr. Second Qtr.
1957
1958

$ 1,354,000

Am. Bosch Arma

780,000

Burroughs

4 205

+

- 41

+

4

+

8

+

8

1,621,000 +

General Electric

58,589,000

Minneapolis- Honeywell

4

85

6

1

44
+ 25
9 + 117
4- 21 +
- 22
+ 38
+159
+ 15

5,848,000 +

Motorola

1,739,000

PhiIca

1,794,000

RCA

6,254,000

Raytheon

2,491,000

Sperry Rand

6,973,000 -

11

+ 78

Sylvania

3,799,000 -

1

+ 168

Thompson

Products

1,504,000 -

Westinghouse Air Brake
Westinghouse Electric

1,364,000 19,038,000 +

Zenith

3,548,000 +

33
59
3
43

- 17
- 48

+ 12
+ 272

ANNUAL SALES
$50-$100 MILLION
Clevite

$

Cutler- Hammer
Doystrom
Magnavox
Robertshaw-Fulton
Siegler
Smith-Corona Marchant
Standard Coil
Tung-Sol

931,000
840,000
210,000
722,000
948,000
534,000
340,000
188,000
789,000

23
+
4
— 46
N.A.
— 62
+ 32
— 22
N.A.
+ 20 + 24
F98
N.A.
— 63
N.A.
— 27 — 36
+ 27 + 78
4-

ANNUAL SALES

BELOW $50 MILLION
Avien, Inc.
Beckman

$

77,000
620,000

Fairchild Camera

196,000

Fonsteel Metallurgical

107,000

Gabriel

136,000

General Instruments'
Hoffman

267,000
369,000

Leeds & Northrup'

136,000

Monogram Precision
Neptune Meter

137,000
797,000

Trocerlob-Keleket

-• 67
N A.
113
N.A.
-8 • 87
- 83 - 57
- 42
3
+
5
204
+
5 N. A.
- 31
N.A.
- 57
N.A.
+ 20 —
1

7,000

'Gain cannot be calculated due to deficit in base period. 'Quarter
ends Aug. 31. N.A.-Not available.
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IMPROVED SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS!
DELCO

DELCO HIGH POWER
TRANSISTORS
OFFER UNSURPASSED
PERFORMANCE
FOR HIGH VOLTAGE,
HIGH POWER
APPLICATIONS

TYPI CAL CHA RACTE RI
STI CS AT 25 -

111100
Maximum Collector Current

15

0180 2N1.74A 2N174
15

15

15
amps

Maximum Collector Voltage
(Emitter Open)

100

80

80

Saturation Resistance

.02

.02

.02

80

volts

.02
ohms

Thermal Gradient
(Junction to Mounting Base)
Nominal Base Current
Is (
VK=2 volts, Ic=5 amps)

.8

.8

.8

.8
°C/watt

135

100

135

135
ma

Collector to Emitter Voltage ( Min.)
Shorted Base ( Ic=.3 amps)

80

Collector to Emitter Voltage
Open Base ( Ic=.3 amps)

70

70

70

70
volts

60

60

60

volts

HERE IS A LINE OF TRANSISTORS SPECIALLY
DESIGNED FOR SWITCHING APPLICATIONS

Check your switching requirements
against the new characteristics of
Delco High Power transistors. You
will find improved collector to
emitter voltage characteristics.
You will find higher maximum
current ratings- 15 amperes. You
will find that an extremely low saturation resistance has been retained.
Another important improvement
is the solid pin terminal. And, as
always, diode voltage ratings are
at the maximum rated temperature
(95°C.) and voltage.
Write today for engineering data
on the new characteristics of all
Delco High Power transistors.

*Designed to meet MIL-T- 19500/13A ( Jan) 8 January 1958

DELCO RADIO
Division of General Motors •

Kokomo, Indiana

BRANCH OFFICES
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Newark, '. co Jersey

Santa Monica. California

1180 Raymond Boulevard

726 Santa Monica Boulevard

Tel: Mitchell 2-6165

Tel: Exbrook 3-1465
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ANNOUNCING TWO

S PACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, I
NC.

Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., previously a division of The Ramo Wooldridge Corporation, became a separate company on October 31, 1958.
Space Technology Laboratories will be directed by Lieut. Gen. James H. Doolittle,
Chairman of the Board (after January 1, 1959); Dr. Louis G. Dunn, President;
and Dr. Ruben F. Mettler, Executive Vice President. The other members of
the Board of Directors are Robert F. Bacher, Head of the Division of Physics,
Mathematics and Astronomy at the California Institute of Technology; James
T. Brown, Vice President of the Mellon National Bank, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania;
and Samuel E. Gates, Attorney with the New York firm of Debevoise, Plimpton
and McLean.
Space Technology Laboratories has the largest professional scientific and
engineering staff in the nation devoted exclusively to Ballistic Missile and Space
programs. STL is responsible for the systems engineering and technical direction
of the Air Force THOR, ATLAS, TITAN, and MINUTEMAN ballistic missile programs.
While it does not engage in production, STL performs experimental and analytical
research projects in advanced space technology, including the fabrication and
assembly of special equipment and the conduct of test programs. A recent
example is the lunar probe project assigned to STL by the Air Force and the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration.
Space Technology Laboratories, Inc., plans to maintain a combination of
technical competence and organizational strength appropriate to its special and
continuing role in the important national program of space weapons development.

S PACE TECHNOLOGY LABORATORIES, I
NC.
5730 Arbor Vitae Street
Los Angeles 45, California
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NEW CORPORATIONS

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.

On October 31, 1958, Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc. was formed by
the merger of Thompson Products, Inc., and The RamoWooldridge
Corporatioir.
Thompson Ramo Wooldridge will

be directed by J. D. Wright, Chair-

man of the Board; Dean E. Wooldridge, President; Simon Ramo, Executive Vice President; and F. C. Crawford, Chairman of the Executive
Committee. The other members of the Board of Directors are B. W.
Chidlaw, A. T. Colwell, J. H. Coolidge, H. L. George, R. P. Johnson,
and H. A. Shepard. Each is a Vice President of the merged company.
Thompson Products,

Inc., has been for many years a large manu-

facturer of components and accessories for the automotive and aircraft
industries. In recent years, it has also been active in the fields of Missiles,
Electronics, and Nuclear Energy. Thompson has concentrated on products which require a high level of competence in engineering and precision manufacturing.
The RamoWooldridge Corporation was organized five years ago to conduct research, development, and manufacturing operations in the field
of electronic and missile systems having a high content of scientific
and engineering newness. In addition to the work performed by Space
Technology Laboratories, Inc., RamoWooldridge has been engaged in
major systems work in such areas as digital computers and control
systems, communications and navigation systems, infrared systems, and
electronic countermeasures.
The merger of the two companies into Thompson Ramo Wooldridge
Inc. is intended to provide an integrated team having strong capabilities
for scientific research, engineering development, and precision manufacturing.

Thompson Ramo Wooldridge Inc.
Main Offices • Cleveland 17, Ohio
Los Angeles 45, California
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Locate in one of these NEW JERSEY areas*
Rich in technical resources, home of able personnel
Here are modern, independent laboratories of all kinds.
Here are the research centers of national leaders

METROPOLITAN

CONVENIENCE

combines with room for expansion
in Morris and Monmouth Counties
and adjacent areas served by GPU
electric power companies.

like Air Reduction, Allied Chemical, Bell Telephone
Laboratories, Celanese, Cities Service and Esso Researdi
8,: Engineering Co.; also the U.S. Army Signal Research
Development Laboratory at Fort Monmouth.
These organizations chose this part of New Jersey
for its famed universities, research facilities, qualified
personnel — and stimulating environment! Researchers

Oil Cify .

.

Cleurfiekt •
A room..

can live as they like — close to seashore, lakes or
mountains, close to New York and Philadelphia.

Johnstown •

PENNSYLVANI
eieet•odin •
•York -

log

prompt, confidential attention.

UTILITIES

CORPORATION
Att: Wm. J. Jamieson, Area Development Director, Dept. EL- 1
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CIRCLE

Ork •

Lolcevrood•

Research is everybody's future. To insure yours,

67 Broad St., New Yo- k4, N. Y.

Athil

NEW JERSEY

locate here. Your request for information will receive

GENERAL PUBLIC

0).4; .",

WHitehall 3-5600

1l READERS SERVICE CARD

Metropolitan Edison Co.
Pennsylvania Electric Co.
New Jersey Power & Light CO.
Jersey Central Power & Light Co
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ENGINEERING REPORT

Shorter Depreciation Spans Coming?
LESS TAX, MORE CASH is probably in store for
many electronics firms with modernization programs. That could be the effect of a soon-to-bereleased Treasury Department bulletin if it provides shorter-lived depreciation for electronics
plants as expected. New Bulletin F, the schedule
of recommended lifetimes to be used in estimating
annual depreciation charges, is already approved
by Treasury officials. Big policy change expected:
Agents will be told to use the bulletin more as a
guide, less as a bible. Also, there will be more
leeway in cases where a firm presents a depreciation schedule which differs from bulletin recommendations.

enough energy to power every type of aircraft or
spacecraft and to provide power for communication in satellites and space vehicles."
SECRET SEMINAR was held early this month in
Pasadena, Calif., on advanced energy sources and
conversion techniques. Chemical, thermal, solar,
nuclear and electrical and mechanical devices that
could be used to power electronic gear were discussed. Seminar was sponsored by the Defense
Department in cooperation with California Institute of Technology and University of California
at Los Angeles, under the auspices of the Army
Signal Corps.

ELECTROCHEMICAL FUEL CELL with many
possibilities for space electronics is reported in a
stage of advanced development. That's the word
from Lockheed Missile Systems division, which
claims its scientists have " repeatedly achieved in
laboratory experiments almost 100 percent of ' fuel'
utilization and energy conversion efficiencies of
70 percent or better." It's said the cell, related to
the ordinary auto storage battery, could be developed within five years to a 300-watt-hour per
pound yield. Already being developed is a 100watt-hour unit. Says aLockheed scientist: " Even
a 150-watt-hour per pound cell would produce

PIN-SIZED MAGNETIC DEVICE just announced can switch states in 4 millimicroseconds,
has operated at 5-mc rep rate without adverse heat
effects. Developer National Cash Register says
the device will increase " thinking" speed of future
computers 10 to 20 times, will be usable in missilespace technology because it can operate reliably
at 300 F. New NCR device consists of a glass
rod on which aconducting laver and then amagnetic coating are deposited. Input and sensing
coils arc wound over top magnetic laver. Array
of rods the size of acigarette pack can store 8,000
bits, NCR says.

TECHNICAL DIGEST
•Radar-type scanner for scintillation counter gives radioactivity,
azimuth and distance to radioactive
source
on cathode-ray display.
Counter is mounted in bottom of
drilled hole in heavy lead shield
mounted on scanner that is swept
back and forth along radius at
360 cps while rotating to scan
volume at 60 deg per second.
Equipment was developed in Japan
for radiological surveys.
•Evaporative cooling is used by
Marconi for tubes in 100-kw shortwave transmitters as result of miniaturizing techniques that overcame
bulkiness of earlier designs. Steam
generated in water surrounding
tubes travels by convection to air-

cooled condenser, and water returns by gravity.
•Electrodes required for restoring normal heartbeat in cases of
heart block can now be installed
without opening chest. Long hollow needle is passed through chest
to wall of heart, wire is threaded
through length of needle and pushed into heart muscle by sudden
quick thrust, then connected to
appropriate electronic stimulator.
Technique, developed by surgeons
at University of Minnesota, is used
also in open-heart surgery.
•Cadmium-sulfide photorectifier
developed by Lincoln Labs has
voltage-current characteristics of
diode when illuminated, but acts

ELECTRONICS business issue — November 28, 1958

only as high value of resistance in
the dark. Photoconductive layer
consists of sintered powered CdS
activated with copper and chlorine.
When negative electrode is illuminated, light-to-dark current ratios
above 105,approaching performance
of single crystals, have been
achieved.
•Over 225 types of electron
tubes contain radioactive isotopes
that can be radiological hazards if
breakage occurs. The isotopes
most used are cobalt-60, radium226, carbon-14, nickel-63 and
cesium- 137, intentionally added to
produce acontinuous supply of ionized particles in t-rand atr tubes
for radar and guided missile equipment.
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Electronic Unit Meters Corrosion
MEETINGS AHEAD
Dec. 2-4: Reliable Electrical Connections. El., Statler-I lilton Hotel,
Dallas.
Dec. 2-4: Airlines Electronic Engineering Committee, Winter Nfeeting, AEEC, hotel Statler, Washington, D. C.
Dec. 3: Electronic Guidance Devices
for The Blind, PGME of IRE, Univ.
of Penn.. Philadelphia.
Dec. 3-5: Global Communications,
AIEE, PGCS of IRE, Colonial
Inn- Desert Ranch, St. Petersburg.
Florida.
Dec. 3-5: Eastern Joint Computer
Conf., AIEE, ACM, IRE, BellevueStratford Hotel, Phliadelphia.
• --_!•
Internal corrosion of as little as one millionth of an inch can be detected to determine
effectivcness and - equired

amount

of chemical inhibitors

ELECTRONIC measuring technique
has been developed that promises
to sharply reduce cost of controlling
internal corrosion in process equipment and pipe lines. That is the
conclusion of engineers studying
results of field trials on equipment
manufactured by Crest Instrument
division of Magna Products Company.
The corrosion-measuring instrument uses probes consisting of two
elements made from the same type
of metal used on the processing
equipment. One is exposed to the
corrosive

environment,

the

other

protected by plastic or ceramic.
As the exposed element corrodes,
its resistance increases. Measuring
the resistance ratio of the exposed
element to the protected element
produces a direct indication of corrosion. ( Since both elements are
at the same temperature, there is
no chance that temperature variations will affect the results.)
Internal corrosion is generally
controlled by the addition of inhibitor chemicals. Exact amount of
inhibitor to do the job has been
difficult to determine, however.
Usual method has been to measure

in

process

plants

days, weeks or months. The amount
of inhibitor is varied to find a safe
corrosion level.
The new technique provides a
daily or even an hourly record of
corrosion attack. As little as a millionth of an inch of corrosion can
be detected with the instrument.
The method gives process engineers
a way of judging the effect on corrosion, almost immediately, of even
small changes in process conditions
or inhibitor concentrations. Within
days they can determine optimum
conditions.
In one field test, addition of an
inhibitor reduced corrosion rate 75
percent within a day and a half.
The curve then flattened out, however, and engineers suspected that
the specified dosage was not actually entering the system.
An inspection revealed that the
pump metering the inhibitor into
the system was at fault. When this
was corrected, corrosion-rate curve
resumed i drop, stopping at 5
percent of initial rate.
The new measuring technique
also allows plant engineers to run
rapid comparison tests between

weight loss of small metal coupons

competitive inhibitors, permitting
them to choose the compound that

after they have been exposed to the
corrosive atmosphere for several

will provide maximum
at minimum cost.
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protection

Dec. 4-5: Vehicular Communications,
Annual Nleeting, PGVC of IRE,
Hotel Sherman, Chicago.
Dec. 9-11:
Nlid-America Electronic
Convention, NIAECON, Municipal
Auditorium, Kansas City, Nlo.
Jan. 12-14: Reliability and Quality
Control, Nat. Symp., PGRQC of
IRE, ASQC, FIA. Bellevue- Stratford Ihotel, Philadelphia.
Jan. 21-23: Southwest Electronic Exhibit, Arizona State Fairgrounds,
Phoenix, Ariz.
Jan. 29-30: Long Distance Transmission by Waveguides. Institution of
Electri cal Engineers, London, England.
Feb. 1-6: American Institute of Electrical Engineers, Winter General
Nleeting, Statler Hotel, N. Y. C.
Feb. 12-13: Transistor & Solid- State
Circuit Conf., AIEE, PGCT of
IRE, Univ. of Penn., Philadelphia.
Mar. 3-5: Western Joint Computer
Conf., ,\ l
ACNE IRE, Fairmont
Ilotel, San Francisco.
Mar. 23-26: Institute of Radio Engineers. IRE National Convention,
Coliseum & Waldorf-Astoria Ilotel,
New York City.
Mar. 26: Quality Control Clinic,
ASQC, Univ. of Rochester. N. Y.
Mar. 31-Apr. 2: Millimeter Waves,
Symposium. Polytechnic Inst. of
Brooklyn, USAF, ONR. IRE, USA
Signal Research, Engineering Societies Bldg. N. Y. C.
Apr. 5-10: Nuclear Congress, sponsored by over 2; major engineering
and sciillitific ,ocieties. Public Auditorium. Cleveland.
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8000- POUND 'BRAIN' FLIES TWA
TO SPACE RESEARCH PROJECT
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)ATA REDUCTION SYSTEMS FLY

FAST TWA AIR FREIGHT...
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Industrial Glue
Sets in Seconds

COMPONENTS and MATERIALS

Lumistor amplifier and modulator schematics show potential use
of. . . .

Phosphors as Amplifiers
Electroluminescent and photoconductive films
may be combined as new solid-state components
ELECTROLE IIN ES(I \(I
research
has been paving off recently with
development and marketing of special-purpose lamps, image amplifiers,
readouts and similar auxiliary devices for electronic equipment.
Direct use of electroluminescent
devices in circuits is considered
practical by some researchers. One
resume of possible circuit applications was given last month at the
National Electronics Conference by
Charles F. Spitzer, manager of
solid-state
electronics
research,
Lockheed missik-systems division.
Suitable arrangements of elcetroluminescent and photoconductive films can be used, he says, as
amplifiers and other active circuit
elements. Tests of experimental
amplifiers made with lumistors—
as he calls the elements—yield
power gains over 40 db. One.
made with a ZnS phosphor and
CdS photoconductor, gained 48 dl)
with aload of 0.4 megohm.
The basic amplifier circuits have
their counterparts in lumistor circuits, Spitzer reports. The illustration shows lumistors resulting
from alternative use of d-cand a-c
at inputs and outputs. The DD
circuit, for example, represents a
clc phosphor and d-c photocon-
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ductor and is a gencral-purpo,e,
low-frequency amplifier.
Gains of the devices can be
controlled by adjusting an optical
filter between the phosphor and
the photoconductor, shifting the
position of the elements or lw
varying the exciting voltage.
Other researchers have suggested
alternate designs which would enable such devices to be used as
multipolc relays, logic circuits, linear capacitors and digital-to-analog
converters. Spitzer also suggests
arrangements for voltage regulators
and combinations of lumistors for
electronic clocks, self- indicating
counters and shift registers. The
elements arc arranged so that
successive input pulses trigger one
element after another.
Spitzer says lumistors would be
relatively inexpensive. Nlaterial cost
is low and mechanical assembly
would be practical, he feels. Cost
would be two cents a watt at a
rating of one watt per square inch.
A major practical drawback, however, has been the difficulty of
obtaining suitable materials. D-c
responsive phosphors, phosphors
which respond more quickly and
photoconductors with lower resistances are needed.

AFTER A YEAR of market tryouts,
Eastman Chemical Products has
decided upon commercial production of its 910 adhesive.
Two
strain-gage manufacturers will also
distribute the glue which allows
transducers to be fastened to metal
and used within five minutes.
The adhesive. methyl 2-cvanocryalate, polymerizes almost instantly when pressed into a flat
film. It will bond practically all
materials without heat, pressure
or catalysts and sets rapidly enough
for production line use, according
to tests reported by the company.
At a press demonstration, two
drops were used to fasten a rubber
strap to an automobile battery.
Aluminum to aluminum bonds
will set in two to four minutes and
reach a shear strength of 2,400 psi
after 24 hours cure at room temperature. Use at temperatures beyond
200 F is not recommended.

Airport Antenna
Goes in Runway
I
Nsi.Rum ENT
LANDING
antenna
which can be flush-mounted in
airport runways has been developed
by Ohio State University Antenna
Laboratory and is being tested by
CAA. Good results are reported'.
The design is seen as a solution
to glide slope signal distortions
which result when the radiating
antenna is mounted above and
alongside runways.
A traveling wave type of antenna,
it consists of aprobe in adielectricfilled cavity. The antennas would
be used in pairs or paired arrays.
No modifications of airborne glideslope receivers would be required.

Solid- State Lamps
Now on Market
I NESC • \ I Cells
are
being test-marketed as home safety
lamps by Westinghouse Electric.
They are phosphor-coated glass
panels, about six square inches in
arca, which plug in flush to the
wall and operate on house current.
The lamps arc rated at 1/200 watt.
ELECTROLU
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new
horizons
for
dim
light
photography
and television...
Super Farron

— an ultra high speed photographic objective
having extremely fine correction over an unusually wide
flat field. The advantages of its photographic speed of T/1.0
for operation under adverse light conditions are evident.
It is available with staldard infinity correction for
direct photography, and it can be supplied corrected for
16:1 or 4:1 conjugates for special purposes. The Super-Farron
is eminently suitable as an cbjective for Image Orthicon
television cameras or for special 35mm photography
Pot.

76MM

30 0 FIELD

40MIVI FOCAL PLANE
FARRAND OPTICAL CO., INC.
Engineers, Designers and Manufacturers
Precision Optics, Fleceronic and

Technical data available on reques:
Specify Engineering Report No. 327

No. 2,846,923

•

BRONX

BLVD.

8,

EASt

238TH

kientific Ineruments

STREE*,

NEW

YORK

70,

N.

Y.
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theory design 4performance
of electronic circuits

ELECTRON TUBE CIRCUITS
New

ELECTRONIC SEMICONDUCTORS
Just Published.

A rigorous and systematic introduction to semiconductor

physics, developing the subject logically from simple concepts and giving
clear pictures of the conduction mechanism of electronic semiconductors

$11.00

An introduction to the statistical the ,ny

Just

underlying the

and nonlinear systems, and an introduction to the statistical
theory of the detection of signals in nresence of noise.
BY
L.

Root,

Published.

Covers

the

topics

most

and

evaluates

the

funda-

Published.

Bas ,s the

study

of

feecloaA cantrel system

design on

include a section of gyroscopes and force- balance transducers, inertial
navigation: analysis of nonlinear systems such as the describing function technique and phase plane analysis. Frequency methods.
such as Nyquist and Bode, are included
t . of :-..outhern Col. 418 pp., Illus., $ 9.50

SEE ANY BOOK

By C. C. Savant,

10 DAYS FREE

rGrow-Hill Book Co., Dept. FL- 11-28 327 W 41sr St., New York 36

directly

needed

for a

clear understanding of methods used in numerical solution cf
differential equations, both ordinary and partial, and in the
solution of integral equations.
Clearly explains Die use cf
finite-difference methods in obtaining numerical solutions to
problems— emphasizing procedures which can be most readily
programmed for an electronic digital computer.
Many helpful
techniques such as the use of lozenge

Discusses

Lincoln

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
Just

Published.

complex frequence plane analysis— the root- locus.
A wide range of
servo transducers and components are covered.
Recent advances covered

Contains an
study of signals and noises in communications systems.
introduction to probability theory and statistics, a discussion of the
statistical properties of the Gaussfan :Andom process, a study of the
results of passing random signals and noises through linear

William B. Davenport, Jr., and William
Laboratory. M.I.T. 393 PP., illus., S10.00

Just

BASIC FEEDBACK
CONTROL SYSTEM DESIGN

E. G. Ramberg, and A. H. Sommer, RCA Laboratories, 430 PP., 163 illus..

RANDOM SIGNALS AND NOISE

Edition

mental properties cf electron tubes and their circuit operations— analyzes
tuned and untuned amplifiers— and takes up in detall circuits essential
to modern electronic systems such as voltage. video, and power amplifiers: waveform generators: oscillators: modulators. etc.
Scores of practical examples show YOU best applications of theory
By Samuel Seely,
Case Inst. of Technology. 2nd Ed. 695 pp.. 739 illus., $ 10.50

within the framework of the band wade!
Among the book's outstanding
features are the treatment of acceleration of electrons. the Zener effect,
etc. Book is a translation of the 2nd German editicn of Ebl -fronix ,hc
it, r by Eberhard Soenke.
Translated by D. Jenny, H.
Kroemer,

Just Published.

2nd

diagrams for numerical

differentiation and integration are sqpplied.
By Kaiser
Kunz, Ridgefield Research Lab. 381 pp.. 40 illus., $8.00

S.
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Send me took(s) checked below for 10 days' examination an
approval. In 10 days I will remit for bookie.: I keep plus few
cents for celivery costs, and return unwanted bootees) postpaid.
(We pay delivery costs if YOU remit with this coupon— same
return privilege.)
Spenke—Elect. Semiconductors, $ 11.00
Kunz—Numerical Analysis, $ 8.00
j Davenport 8e Root — Ra Iclom Signals, $ 10.00 D Seely— Elect. Tube Circ., $ 10.50
El Savant— Feedback Cont. System Design. 89.50
Name
City

Address
Zone

State

Position
Company
For price and terms outs de U.S.. w ,i.e McGraw-Hill
N_ V. C.
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MILITARY BUSINESS

Industry Is Filling New Role
Electronics leaders occupy " board
of directors" seat in new Air Defense
Systems Integration Division
ImpAcr of frequency-diversity problems on Air Defense mission was thrashed out in Boston this week
by more than 400 military and industrial experts
from the U. S. and Canada.
Meeting underscored electronics industry's new
"board of directors" role in air defense.
Sponsor of the conference was ADSID ( Air Defense Systems Integration Division), the tricommand unit formed for top-level air defense management. The division has high-ranking reps from
Air Research and Development Command, Air Defense Command and Air Materiel Command.
ADSID's herculean task is to achieve overall Air
Defense mission compatibility, technical and operational, from components through systems.
Boston parley was classified secret, but it was no
secret that frequency interference problems led to
scrubbing of alot of dirty linen.
This week's conference was second major huddle
of Air Force, Army, Nay and industry representatives looking toward completion of ADSID's master
systems description.
Principal systems advisor to ADSID is the Mitre
Corp., a nonprofit organization having as an initial
nucleus Lincoln Lab personnel who helped develop
Sage system. President of Mitre is C. W. Halligan,
former director of military engineering at Bell Labs.

Mitre will be the industry component of ADSID,
a joint military-industry management team, coordinating air defense activities from initial research to
end product " to insure an effective, properly timephased and technically compatible" integrated air
defense mission system. ADSID will integrate all
weapons, electronic environment and support systems, providing managerial guidance and specifications.
Mitre's board of trustees will comprise leaders
from educational institutions and nondefense industry, who will serve "without profit."
ADSID team presently includes people from
a dozen industrial firms, principally electronics and
aircraft. Agency's budget for this year is estimated
between 56 and $9 million. Air defense systems it
manages and integrates represent costs that run into
billions. At present, ADSID has astaff of about 500,
military and industrial. Computer programming is
being done by Systems Development Corp.
ADSID is an Air Force agency, but Army's Nike
installations and Navy's picket ships tic in with air
defense complexity managed by ADSID. Goal of
overall mission is to integrate— under Sage control
—such systems as Distant Early Warning line, Airborne Earls' \\Taming, Ballistic Missile Early Warning System, Texas Towers, Missile Masters, longrange radar, the Bomarc, Talos and Nike series of
missiles, and Century series of interceptors. North
American Air Defense Command provides link with
Canadian military capabilities in western hemisphere
defense plan.

CONTRACTS

MILITARY ELECTRONICS
•USAF may soon release preliminary information on the Long
John Silver project, ARDC's attempt to adapt single sideband
techniques for digital data transmission.
•One hundred percent improvement in infrared detection and
guidance system capabilities is forecast by Air Materiel Command as
a result of Texas Instrument's 18month study of silicon crystals as
"windows" for infrared systems.
Purpose of the study was to find
a practical, commercially feasible
process for producing silicon cm28

tals of specified sizes, shapes and
i
r transmitting properties.
Key
specs are less than one part impurity in 50 million parts and ability to
transmit better than 90 percent of
the infrared signal in the four-tofive micron range with acoating on
the crystal.
From the study, USAF has received 10 plates and three domes
of diameters up to six inches and
thicknesses up to
in.
Using the new silicon domes, i
r
systems will be able to detect heat
across a broader band of the wave
spectrum than was possible before.
AMC reports.

AWARDED
Burroughs gets a S22,817,000 contract with Air Materiel Command
for 32 data-processing systems for
the Sage continental air defense
program.
Hughes is awarded a S16,238,469
contract with AMC for production
of F-106 aircraft and weapons control systems. Included in the contract is production of 34 of the
MA- 1 electronic systems.
lassachusetts Institute of Technology gets a S4.5-million contract
with Al; Cambridge Research Ccn-
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ter, ARDC, for research services
related to reentry physics and instrumentation radar.
ITT is awarded a $ 600,000 contract
with Rome Al' Depot for SAC
control system.

FOR

RESEARCH

Motorola receives a $ 714,636 contract with Boeing for continuance
of its Boinarc guidance beacon pro-

AND

DEVELOPMEN

CARDMATIC'
AUTOMATIC
TUBE TESTER

gram. Motorola is also working on
an improved guidance beacon for
the new 13omarc B.

Laboratory accuracy—within 3% of
best known standards.
Automatically provides trillions
of switching combinations for accurate test conditions.
Automatic decade systems also permit
special purpose tests.
• 1000 filament voltages • 250 Gm
ranges • 1000 self- bias conditions
• 500 current sensitivities • Instant
shorts and leakage tests • Selfcalibrating.

Tciccomputing also gets a Boeing
contract for Bomarc: $ 738,000 for
floated rate gyros.
Consolidated Controls is : m.u-(1(.( 1
an S800,000 contract from \\ , tinghouse for instrumentation tin
nuclear-powered submarines.
Servomechanisms gets. iS507,909
order from RCA for production of
barometric altitude controllers.

$499

Adler electronics will design and
manufacture single-sideband communications s\ stems for Army Sig
nal Supply Ager cy under a 8983.000 contract

MOST ACCURATE
LABORATORY TYPE
TUBE TESTER

Telectronies Laboratory, Inc., receives contracts for oscilloscopes.
receivers and transmitters totaling
S828,741 from Signal Corps and
BuShips.

All voltages and currents are variable,
electronically regulated and metered
—9 separate meters— to permit tube
tests under handbook conditions. Acavailable through use
curacy to 1
of small Null Indicator accessory— up
to 60,000 micromhos in 11 ranges.

Lavoie Labs gets a 81.318.470 contract with Dayton Al" Depot for
analyzer spectrum set, AN UPM84.

MODEL

FIELD ENGINEER'S
TUBE TESTER

GPL is awarded aS1,155,351 letter
contract for components of tile
AN/APN-81 airborne navigation
system for use in B-52, KC- 135
and RI3-66 aircraft. Contract, when
finalized, is expected to reach
$2.64 million.
Sperry receives a S1,340,000 contract with AMC for AN/TPW-1
microwave
command
guidance
equipment, range and tracking sets,
radar sets to be used in development of the XQ-4A drone; also
from AMC, a $ 432,693 contract
for APN-69 components. With
Rome Al" Depot, Sperry gets a
$550,000 contract for equipment
and spare parts for \ N/FPS-35.

$1175

1700

7- range G nt scale to 60,000 micromhos.
Line voltage and grid bias voltages
are metered separately. 4 signal voltage levels. New VR tube tests. Highly
accurate shorts or leakage test, gas
test and future tube life test. Meets
Western Electric specifications.

$425
MODEL

1575

A demonstration or technical literature
is avaliable at your request.

INS
FOR

I(UM

RESEARCH

AND

TS

DEVELOPMENT

The Hickok Electrical Instrument Company • 10514 Dupont Ave. • Cleveland 8, Ohio
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NEW

PRODUCTS

Braked Servo Motor
rugged unit
KEARFal f CO., I
NC., 1500
lain
Ave., Clifton, N. J., has developed
a rugged, shock-and-vibration resistant Size 10 braked servo motor
which is ideally suited to missile
and high speed aircraft applications
haying high shock and vibration

requirements. Despite such an environment, this new component
maintains a constant reference position in a servo system, and consists of astandard Kearfott R124-1
servo motor integral with afriction
brake controlled by an electromagnet. In operation, the brake effectively stops and holds the motor
and shaft at any desired position,

preventing rotor creep. Circle 50
on Reader Service Card.

and reactance controlled f
m/fm
subcarrier oscillator systems is announced. Differential, gage and

absolute models are offered with a
wide selection of pressure ranges
between 0-10 psi and 0-5,000 psi.
Called the S-60, the unit combines
very low sensitivity to shock, vibration and acceleration with a rise
time of 75 to 150 ilsec. Basic size
is ; in. diameter by ; in. long.
Circle 51 on Reader Service Card.

Transducer
diaphragm type
ULTRADYNE, I
NC., P.O. Box 3308,
Albuquerque, N. M. A miniature,
single coil, variable reluctance,
diaphragm-type transducer to be
used as the variable inductor in
commercially available inductance

Mounting Flange
versatile device
GABRIEL ELECTRONICS DIVISION,
Needham Heights, Mass. In order
to adjust polarization during installation or for alignment of centerfed, 7,000 mc, series B parabolic
antennas, a new mounting flange

has been developed. It has as its
features 360 deg adjustable flange
feed: ( 1) insertable from rear; ( 2)
fits standard GED feed mounting
bolts; ( 3) closely machined tolerances permit accurate seating and
positive clamping action when
fastening nuts; ( 4) after installation, can be adjusted without

Preselector Filter
gang-tuned
AIRTRON, I
Nc., 1096 \V. Elizabeth
Ave., Linden, N. J., has introduced
another new multi-clement singleknob tunable filter for interference
reduction and spectrum control in
radar systems. It offers high selectivity and precise gang-tuning of its
four sections. The maximally flat

Bobbin Cores
standard flux ratings
DYNACOR, I
NC., 10431 Metropolitan Ave., Kensington, Md. A new
line of bobbin cores features standard flux ratings selected on the
basis of the sanie EIA preferred
numbers used for capacitors and
resistors.
The cores are made
30

erminfflillmmumme,m4

removing nuts or bolts; ( 5) no loss
in rigidity over standard mounting
flanges. Circle 52 on Reader Service Card.

design utilizes quarter-wave aperture couplings between cylindrical
Invar cavities. These cavities are
operated in the low-loss circular
TE0„ mode, with non-contacting
choke-type plungers as tuning elements. Although suited to low
power use, the design can be modified to handle high peak powers as
a spectrum limiting filter. Circle
53 on Reader Service Card.

available to designers of magnetic
shift registers and other digital
computer components which permit the same type of systematic
circuit design that has been used
by electronic engineers since the
introduction of the EIA preferred
number series. The new cores have
guaranteed switching times to simplify design problems still further.
November 28, 1958 — ELECTRONICS business issue

American Blower suggests:

stepless output voltage that is a
precise linear function of core displacement within the specified
operating range. Transformer may
be used for ambient temperatures
from —65 V to 450
and pressures
to 5,000 psi. Circle 55 on Reader
Service Card.

Full details are given in engineering
bulletin DN-1003, available on
letterhead reque,it.

PACKAGED CURE FOR
HEAT- CAUSED "BUGS"
Countless " bugs" in delicate electronic equipment result from deterioration of components from
their own heat. Cure: Dependable cooling, provided by an
American Blower packaged airmoving unit. Numerous sizes and
designs to choose from—many can
be modified as needed. Or, if necessary, we can start from scratch
and design a fan or blower to fit
\our exact needs. For individual
specification bulletins, write,
detailing your requirements.
\merican-Standard,* American
Blower Division, Detroit 32,
Michigan. 1o Canada: Canadian
Sirocco products, Windsor, Ont.

Digital Voltmeter

no moving parts
KIN ILL, adivision of Cohn Electronics, Inc., Box 623. San Diego
12, Calif. Model 801 is aportable,
all-electronic digital voltmeter that
measures d-cvoltages to an accuracy
of 0.1 percent and presents them
on an in-line readout every it.,th
of a second. It is ideal for production line testing and calibration,
general laboratory measurements,
and instrument calibration. Price
is S960. Circle 56 on Reader Sen -ice Card.

Keyer/Converter

compact design
NORTIIERN RADIO Co., I
NC•- 14749 W. 22nd St., New York 11,
N. Y., has achieved, by transistorized circuitry and concomitant
compact design, 18 channels of
frequency shift tone tclegraph keying equipment in panel space only
19 in. wide by 5 1/4 in. high by
18 in. deep, and IS channels of
frequency shift tone telegraph converter equipment in panel space
only 19 in. wide by .101 in. high
by 18 in. deep. Versatility and
stability are claimed to be extremely
high. Circle 54 on Reader Service
Card.

FOR COOLING ELECTRONIC
EQUIPMENT IN AIRCRAFT

Teflon Terminal

Small aluminum axial- flow fan. Capacity: 110 cfm @ 0.6" sp to 165 cfm,
free delivery @ 7250 rpm. Write for
Bulletin 3812.

with slotted lug
C ORP.,
610 Fayette
. \ \ lamaroneck, N. Y. Type
SL subminiature PressVit feedthrough terminal features
a heat- treated beryllium-copper insert. This means greater resistance
to bending and breaking. With a
bushing ocl of only 0.125 in., and
an overall height of 0.294 in.. the
terminal is especially suitable for
ultracompact electronic assemblies.
Circle 57 on Reader Service Card.
S, II( IRO

Transformer
explosion- proof
SCIIAEVITZ 1 `, CINEERING, Route
130 & Schaevitz Blve., Pennsauken,
N. J. An explosion-proof linear
variable differential transformer is
suitable for use in corrosive and
flammable liquids or gases under
high ambient pressure and temperature. Completely enclosed in a
welded stainless steel housing, the
mil can operate safely in a hazardous atmosphere without further
enclosure. Sensing element provides

ELECTRONICS

FOR RADAR COOLING

Digital VOM

Aluminum pressure blower. Capacity:
984 din @ I" Si) to 536 cfm @ 7" p
@ 3-150 rpm. Write for Bulletin 4512.

mercury relay type
SYSTENIS, I
NC., DC1
Mar Airport. Del Mar, Calif. Series
20 digital volt-ohmmeter has been
designed specifically for missile and
weapons system check-out. It is
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Ardammirr-Slandard

and

eastifitstik

are trademark'.

of Arneriean Radiator & Standard Sanitary Corporation.
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multifunction digital instrument
(3 meters in one) that automatically and continuously measures
and displays d-cvoltage, voltage ratio and resistance. It makes three
readings per sec with accuracy to
0.01 percent. Circle 58 on Reader
Service Card.

RELIABILITY
llemdt
START ON
THE GROUND
Missile launching equipment manufacturers must be positive of every
component in their vital equipment.
For this reason, Air- Marine blowers
ore specified equipment in many of

Phase Shifter
high accuracy

the launching beds built today. The
blower shown here is currently being

REEVES I
NSTRUMENT CORP., Roosevelt Field, Garden City, N. Y., has
available a high accuracy phase
shifter designed especially for precision radar applications. Designed
to operate on the standard frequency of 81.95 kc ( equivalent to
2,000 yards), the phase shifter
maintains accuracies of better than
±-20 minutes over an ambient
temperature range of 0 C to 50 C.
Phase shifter operation is accomplished without the use of slip rings,
thereby assuring long life and noisefree operation. Output phase shift
of 720 deg is provided for each 360
deg of input shaft rotation. Circle
59 on Reader Service Card.

used in the Army's NIKE Hercules
Program.

Interested

manufacturers

ore urged to look into the proven
reliability of Air-Marine's complete
line of sub- fractional H.P. Motors,
Blowers and Fans.

F2331

Type,

130 CFM at
0" S.P.Hi-Ambient
Operation

air • marine
motors, inc.
AMITYVILLE , NEW YORK
•
LOS ANGELES , CALIF .
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Power Resistors
silicone sealed
TECII-OIINI RESISTOR CORP., 36-11
33rd St., Long Island City, N. Y.,
has a new line of PowerPack silicone sealed miniature power resistors, enclosed in ablack anodized
radiator finned aluminum housing.
Maximum heat dissipation is pm-

November 28, 1958 — ELECTRONICS business issue

sided bs--mourtA'lg On a sulancl.
Resistors are available in 5, 10, 25.
iind 50 w sizes with complete
welded construction from tenninal
to terminal manufactured to \ 111,R- 18346B
specifications.
l'olerances arc available in 0.05, 0.1. 0.25.
0.5, 1, 3and 5 percent. Circle 60
on Reader Service Card.

Our service is tailored to provide all the
working capital any qualified client needs,
without increased borrowing, diluting
profits or interfering with management.
Information available for any manufacturer or
distributor with $500,000 or more annual sales.

Voltage Regulators
silicoi type
I
N11 Iix ' UNA], RI ii 11.1t Con'.,
1321 E. Crand As c., 11 Segundo,
Calif. A series uf 3-w rated ( without heat sink) silicon voltiEe regulators now avalible enabk the design engineer to specify any zencr
voltage for his exacting circuit requirements in ihe range from 74
to 160 V. StVIC LIZ silicon regulators arc designed to pros ide substantially lower dynamic resistance
than comparable tube types over
a broad temperature range from
—65 C to + 165 C. Circle 61 on
Reader Service Card.

Textile Banking Company
55 Madison Avenue, New York IO, N.Y.
Providing operational financing for the
apparel, electronics, furniture, leather,
plastics and textile industries.
Subsidiaries:
T. B.C. Associates, Inc., New York

Southwest Texbanc, Inc., St. Louis

Vacuum Furnace
internally heated
HIGH vAcuum EQUIP MEN': CORP.,
2Churchill Ro2d, 11inghii .\lass..
ELECTRONICS business issue — November 28, 1958
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announces a new horizontal production ( 12 by 18 in. even-heated
zone) furnace, capable of operating
up to 3,000 F at avacuum of 5 x
10 mm Hg. Furnace is designed
for heat-treating, annealing, brazing and sintering. Circle 62 on
Reader Service Card.

device produces a constant output
voltage which is phase variable
through 360 deg. With load, the
output voltage is reduced in level,
but operation is otherwise normal.
Circle 64 on Reader Service Card.

Selenium Rectifier

Grain Oriented
vicKERs

Power Supply

transistorized
W ESTERN GEAR CORP., P.0. Box
182, Lynwood, Calif., announces
model 7PVR20 miniature transistorized power supply. Input voltage is 115 v ± 10 Percent at 400
cycles. Output voltage is 100 yd-c
at 40 ma. For current variation of
0 to 40 ma, the output voltage
varies ± 0.03 percent. With a ± 10
percent input voltage variation, the
output voltage variation is -_+: 0.03
percent. Under atemperature variation of — 40 F to 165 F, the output voltage variation is ± 0.5 percent. Circle 63 on Reader Service
Card.

INC., 1815 Locust St., St.
Louis,
lo. In the new Grain
Oriented selenium rectifier, the
company has developed a polycrystalline selenium laver with grains
oriented in parallel fashion, rather
than the disoriented pattern found
in conventional selenium lavers.
This design provides increase in the
rectifier's current ratings without
corresponding increase in cell size,
and, it is claimed, gives more watts
of output per dollar invested. The
Grain Oriented selenium rectifier
is available in cell ratings of 18 to
36 v. Circle 65 on Reader Service
Card.
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Linear Inductors

adjustable and fixed

passive components
THETA I
NSTRUMEN I
. CORP.,
48
Pine St., East Paterson, N. J. A
new phase generator will operate
into loads which vary between
open circuit and zero ohms without affecting its phase accuracy.
This has been accomplished with
purely passive components.
Ihe
34

MATERIALS
Epoxy Resins. Minnesota Mining and Mfg. Co., 900 Bush St., St.
Paul 6, Minn. A guide to selecting
epoxy insulating resins, listing
physical and electrical properties,
and other application data pertaining to Scotacast brand electrical
insulating epoxy resins, was recently made available. Circle 67 on
Reader Service Card.

COMPONENTS
Gears. Geartronics Corp., 50
Nashua St., Woburn, Mass., offers
a brochure announcing the availability of a wide variety of gears,
power transmission components,
precision machined parts and engineering help. Circle 68 on Reader
Service Card.
Terminal Blocks. DeJUR-Amsco
Corp., 45-01 Northern Blvd., Long
Island City 1, N. Y. An illustrated
6-page brochure gives specifications,
outline dimensions and general information on terminal blocks for
computer applications. Circle 69
on Reader Service Card.

60

Phase Generator

Literature of

PULSE ENGINEERING, I
NC., Red wood City. Calif., announces anew
line of adjustable and fixed linear
resistors. They are designed to replace toroids in wave filters, resonant circuits, impedance choke
applications, and resonant transformer applications. Variation of
inductance is absolutely linear front
—55 C to ± 125 C. Temperature
coefficients of 55 ppm to 161 ppm
are available. The new inductors
are self-compensating with polystyrene foil capacitors in resonant
meshes. They have ahigher Q over
a wider range, typically, 500 at
50 kc. Circle 66 on Reader Service Card.

Sealed Relays. General Electric
Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. Bulletin
GEA-6628, 24 pages, offers up-todate information on hermetically
sealed relays for military and general purpose industrial applications.
Circle 70 on Reader Service Card.
Precision
Resistors.
General
Transistor Corp., 91-27 138th
Place, Jamaica 35, N. Y. Bulletin
GR20 contains technical specifications and basic enginceiing theory
on bobbinless precision wire wound
resistors. Circle 71 on Reader Service Card.

EQUIPMENT
Power Supplies. Empire Devices
Products Corp., Amsterdam, N. Y.
Engineering bulletin VP-858 is a
two-page illustrated description of
the VP- 410 and VP- 1000 variable
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the Week
frequency power supplies. It contains operating features and engineering data on performance characteristics. Circle 72 on Reader
Service Card.
Voltage Supply. Sola Electric
Co., 4633 W. 16th St., Chicago 50,
has released an eight-page circular on the AC Solavolt, an adjusttable a- charmonic- free voltage supply. Circle 73 on Reader Service
Card.
Current Pulse Amplifiers. Rese
Engineering, Inc., 731 Arch St.,
Philadelphia 6, Pa. Bulletin 57-A
covers models 1070 and 1070A
current pulse amplifiers which were
designed to deliver high amplitude
current pulses from a high impedance source. Specifications are included. Circle 74 on Reader Service Card.
Precision Power Supplies. Electric Regulator Corp., Pearl St., Norwalk, Conn. A new catalog sheet
covers the series 2.050 Regohmcontrolled precision power supplies.
It contains specifications, schematic
diagram,
typical
performance
curves, and ordering information.
Circle 75 on Reader Service Card.
High Intensity Driver. Fransducers, Inc., 2957 Honolulu Ave.,
La Crescenta, Calif. A new model
150-II high intensity driver featuring low harmonic distortion is described in an illustrated engineering data sheet, TI-2. Voice coil
diameter, power input, nominal impedance and other specifications are
presented. Circle 76 on Reader
Service Card.

FACILITIES
Plastic Producing. *Madan Plastics, Inc., 370 North Ave., Cranford, N. J. New plastic producing
facilities are illustrated and discussed in a colorful brochure. A
pictorial tour of the company's new
temperature-controlled plant is included. Circle 77 on Reader Service Card.
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CONSULT DIGITRONICS CORP.,
designers and manufacturers of high
reliability, minimum volume DYKOR*
Lumped- Constant and Continuously Variable
Delay Lines ... custom-crafted, quality units
at the lowest possible price. Offering
ego
delays of from milli-microseconds to
multi- milliseconds, precision- engineered
DYKOR Delay Lines deliver proven
long life and peak performance even under
the most adverse conditions. Available
in delays, shapes, sizes and terminal
arrangements to suit your requirements.

DYKOR LUMPED- CONSTANT DELAY LINES
FEATURING—
• HERMETICALLY SEALED, EPDXY- MOLDED
OR OPEN CONSTRUCTION
• HIGHEST DELAY- TO- RISE TIME RATIO
• EXTREME ACCURACY
• WIDE TEMPERATURE RANGE
• LOWEST TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
• MEET ALL APPLICABLE MIL
SPECIFICATIONS

DIT'S

DYKOR CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE DELAY LINES

D.. DIGITRONICS

DIGITRONICS,

TOO,

FEATURING—
• INFINITE RESOLUTION
• NO SLIDING CONTACTS
• LOWEST TEMPERATURE COEFFICIENT
• HIGHEST DELAY- TO- RISE TIME RATIO
• EXTREME ACCURACY
• GREATER VERSATILITY IN USE

FOR

DIGITAL

HANDLING AND CONTROL
AND

SYSTEM

DESIGN

ENGINEERING!

'TRADE MARK

CORPORATION

Albertson Avenue, Albertson,

L. I.,

N. Y.

•

PI

7-5090
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now we're
getting
some place!

We're making solid gains in
the fight against cancer, in the
research laboratory, in the hospital and in the home. Ten years
ago medical knowledge was
able to save only 1in 4lives —
today it's saving 1in 3.
New surgical techniques, diagnostic methods, and an informed public are important
reasons for these gains.
More and more people have
learned that many cancers are
curable if detected in time.
And, sensibly, more and more
people have formed the lifesaving habit of an annual
health checkup. They know
it's living insurance against
cancer!
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..."SITE— SEE"
INDUSTRIAL
COLORADO

E xecutive's

portfolio without
obligation. A concise,
up-to-the-minute presentation of
Colorado's wealth of
industrial opportunities. Complete data
on Colorado's booming expansion,
vast new markets, new space-age minerals,
resources, plus Pleasant Living ... the
industrial bonus of Colorado's magic climate.
Discover today why growing industries
are " Site- Seeing" Colorado. Inquiries
remain confidential.
Send for your portfolio
of Industrial
Colorado

DEPARTMENT OF DEVELOPMENT
12 STATE CAPITOL
DENVER 2, COLORADO

AMERICAN CANCER SOCIETY
CIRCLE
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BROADCASTING

Color Tv Patent Pool Studied
Manufacturers
possible

impact

are
on

evaluating
color

tv

of

RCA/Justice Dept. settlement
LAST 'MONTH'S Sett'Meld between Justice Department and RCA will not have much effect on color
television. So sav many industry spokesmen.
Key provision of the settlement establishes apatent
pool based on a selection of 100 RCA color tv
patents. In the wording of the settlement, " All persons engaged in the manufacture of radio purpose
equipment" may have access to the patents by contributing one or more patents to the pool. Patents
added in this was' become available to all pool members at no charge.
To date, manufacturers say it is too soon to comment on whether or not they will join the pool. In
more than one case, pending litigation with RCA is
influencing opinion heavily.
In such cases, firms feel that athorough survey of
the entire settlement must be made before decisions
regarding the color pool can be reached. As aspokesman from Zenith puts it: " We know what the words
say. but the implications have yet to be determined."
Comment from General Electric indicates company feeling that existing patents aren't the main
stumbling block for color tv. New ways to handle
color transmission and reception will still be studied,

said the firm, when queried recently.
Similar sentiments were expressed by a New Jersey manufacturer who feels that many firms will not
join the patent pool if it means setting aside research and development efforts aimed at working
around the original patent situation.
Feeling at Sylvania is that color's problems won't
be solved by manipulating patents. The company
says there must be a great increase in color tv pmgramming and in merchandising of receivers before
the balance tips. On the matter of joining the patent
pool, acompany official says more time must elapse
before asound evaluation can be made.
Because of pending suits with RCA. Philco feels
that thirty days is not enough time for formulation
of plans regarding the pool. Comment is also being
withheld on the overall terms of the settlement.
A company official at Motorola says. " Licensing
has never been a major factor in consumer acceptance of color tv." His company feels that the
patent pool will not have any immediate observable
affect on the color situation. No comment has been
made as to company plans regarding the patent pool.
A brief statement from RCA regarding the settlement does not discuss the color pool at great length.
It refers to the color field as "
promising, - and points
out that those who do not join the pool may
acquire use of the patents by paying reasonable royalty rates.

STATION MOVES

FCC ACTIONS
•Notes petition for rule-making
filed by Associated Public Communication Officers. San Jose.
Calif., requesting immediate availability of certain unassigned splitchannel frequencies between existing police and fire allocations.
•Files application from American Hospital Association requesting amendment to establish specific
eligibility standards and reserve
frequencies for hospitals meeting
such standards.
•Grants temporary authority to
KALA, Wailuku, Hawaii, to operate on channel 7 until Jan. 30,
1959.
•Extends completion date for
36

and PLANS
station WYZZ, Wilkes Barre, Pa.,
to Jan. 20, 1959.

WSIZ, Douglas, Ga., reccives license for a-m station.

•Issues license to Radio Station
KGEL Inc., Belmont, Calif., for an
International Broadcast station.

WTNZ, '
rampa, lia., is granted
modification of c-pto make changes
in antenna system, and change type
transmitter.

•Allows
WPRA,
Nlavaguez,
P.R., 90 days special authority to
operate 250 w day and night. using
wire on roof poles of studio and
office building as antenna.

KPAM, Portland, Ore., plans increase in power and installation of
new transmitter.

•Grants c-p to South Arkansas
Television Co.. El Dorado, Ark.,
for a new tv stl station.

WNIK, Arecibo, P.R., obtains c-p
to install new transmitter as alternate main transmitter, operate by
remote control.

•Extends authority of WCKRFNI. Nliami, lia., to remain silent
until Feb. 15, 1959.

WSID, Baltimore. NId., is granted
\tcusion of completion date to
\lav 19. 1959.
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For your most precise laboratory
measurements, the JK Sulzer
Frequency Standard with output frequencies of 1 rric and
100 kc, with stability better than
1part in 10 9 per day. Frequency
is variable over a range of 0.9
cycles or more at 1mc, and capable of being reset to S parts in
10 10 .Write for complete data.

RCA Opens Major N.E. Plant
COMPLETION at Burlington. lass..
of the Radio Corporation of
America's first major plant facility
in New England was recently announced. Home of the newlycreated Nlissile Electronics and
Controls Dept. of RCA's Defense
Electronic Products, it is situated
IT miles from Boston.
'I 'he
II-shaped,
ultra-modern,
one-story building houses an integrated operation for the research,
development and manufacture of
complex sensing communications
and control devices for missiles and
space vehicles.
Of the building's 133,000 sq ft
of floor space, some 100,000 are
occupied by laboratories, engineering and other facilities. These include a modern machine and fabrication shop, a gyro engineering
laboratory, large scale analog and
digital computers, a flight simulation laboratory and other facilities
essential to the development of
future airborne and space systems.
The remaining 35,000 sq ft are occupied by administration, testing
and utility areas.
'Ile former Boston Airborne
Systems Laboratory of RCA becomes a part of the new Missile
Electronics and Controls Department. Laboratory personnel and
operations have already been transferred to Burlington from temporary quarters at Waltham.
l'he Burlington plant currently

employs some 500 people, a large
percentage of them highly trained
engineers and technicians. It
anticipated this number will rise
considerably in the years to conic.
W. B. Kirkpatrick, who headed
the Airborne Systems Dept. of
RCA Defense Electronic Products
at Camden. N. J.. manages the new
plant.
R. C. Seamans, Jr., former manager and chief systems engineer of
the I3oston Airborne Systems Laboratory, becomes chief engneer of
the new department.

A. Fe.. D

e).
The JAMES
KNIGHTS COMPANY
Sandwich 1, Illinois
CIRCLE 20
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SEEKING A NEW
PLANT LOCATION?
Ill I
LEARN THE INDUSTRIAL
ADVANTAGES OF

HOLLYWOOD
FLORIDA
• Ideal living and working conditions
• Abundant, contented, skilled and
unskilled labor
• Modern industrial buildings available
• Excellently located industrial sites
• Rail, truck, air, water transportation
• Convenient to U.S. and Latin American
markets
• Hub of Florida's fastest growing market

mkt, t

FAST BECOMING AN
ELECTRONICS CENTER,
FIND OUT WHY!

Norman Fyler
Joins Litton
APPOINTMENT of Norman F. Fyler
as the new manager of the Litton
Industries' Electronic Display Lab-

Write for Industrial Brochure
Inquiries held

CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
PLEASE

HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
— NO lob applications. We are swamped with
employment inquiries.

CIRCLE 21
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SENIOR SONAR ENGINEER
to $ 14,000
America's foremost Sonar group
urgently needs key E.E. able to
assume design responsibility for
Servos, Transistor Circuitry, and
CRT Displays. This company is
the fastest gross ing name firm
among our more than 350 electronic client corporations. Their
unique program assures rapid
advancement on a merit basis.
Would

you

complete story of this opportunity? You will be under no
obligation and our conversation
will be in the strictest of confidence. Simply forward your
name, address, home phone
number, present title and the
word "SONAR".

oratory at Emeryville. Calif., is announced. He comes to Litton from
CBS where he was manager of the
advanced development laboratory
of their Hvtron division.
While at CBS Eyler directed
activities leading to development
of the Colortron and also managed
agroup responsible for an advanced
crt with very high definition capabilities. He will continue this
work with Litton.

I'll call you immediately at
your home with details. Write
today!

like to learn the

Client company pays all expenses.

EUGENE B. SHEA
Executive

ice-President

Cadillac Associates, Inc.
220 S. State St.

Chicago 4, Illinois

ADDRESS IIOX NO . REPLIES TO : Rox
A'! e. 10r. of M ix publfration.
Send I
I, office noyo'r
NM.
NEW YORK .
15: P. 0. 110 X 12
CHICAGO
5.D)
.
11tellinon Arr.
SAN FRANCIRCO
68 '
Pox!
POSITIONS VACANT

Research & Development
Move

ahead

with

a

young,

rapidly expanding organization

in

Hicksville,

LI,

N. Y.

PROJECT ENGINEERS
SENIOR ENGINEERS
ENGINEERS
B.S. in E.E. or Physics
We need at once for lifetime careers—additional trained personnel, at all levels, experienced in circuitry and equipment design
or applicable exp to work on UHF & VHF
systems, wide band knowledge desirable; for
challenging assignments on electronic countermeasure systems for military application and
electronic instruments for civilian use.

Salaries commensurate with ability.
Excellent benefits including Profit
Sharing Retirement Trust Plan.
Call for interview

J. V. Hicks
elk<
OVerbrook 1-7100
v1:1
le
or send resume
in confidence to
oR \;°‘
INSTRUMENTS FOR
INDUSTRY, INC.

rf

101 New South Rd. Hicksville, LI, N. Y.
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Electronic Sales Engineer Metropolitan New
York Area.
Top level opening for top level
sales engineer. Must be graduate EE or Phys.
with electronic instrument engineering and
sales experience.
P-9291, Electronics.
Newly created electronics design department
ith growth potential seeks a senior technician with 5 or more years electronics experience. Must be familiar with pulse circuitry.
digital computor techniques, knowledge of
transistor circuits desirable. Company located
in a Western New York resort area.
Send
complete resume to P-9326, Electronics.
POSITION WANTED
Reliability a problem?
Seventeen years in
aircraft and missile electronic parts and environments. Field, lab, and reliability experience.
Desire position to advise and assist
missile electronics reliability effort.
California
replies
not
requested.
Minimum
$14,000. PW-9323. Electronics.

MANUFACTURERS'
REPRESENTATIVES
IN THE ELECTRONIC INDUSTRY
CONTRACT RATES GIVEN ON
REQUEST
WRITE

ELECTRONICS

SAMUEL K. MACDONALD, INC.

Bell Aircraft
Hires Shaw
ACTIVE in the field of communications for more than 20 years,
Hubert R. Shaw has joined Bell
Aircraft Corp.. Buffalo, N. Y., as
associate director of engineering
for the airplane company's Avionics
Division.
For the past three rears Shaw
has been vice president and director
of engineering for Teledynamics,
Inc., of Philadelphia, Pa.
He previously served in such
capacities as supervisor of advanced
development for RCA in Camden,
N. J.; chief engineer for Sylvania
in Buffalo, N. Y.; director of engineering for Hoffman Electronics.
Inc., Los Angeles. Calif.; and chief
engineer in the product engineering
section of North American Aviation Corp., Downey. Calif.

News of Reps

manufacturers representatives over 25 years

1531 SPRUCE STREET, PHILA. 2, PA.
Territory:
Pennsylvania • New Jersey
Delaware • Maryland
Virginia • West Virginia
District of Columbia

Other Officer
Pittsburgh
Baltimore
Washington, D.C.

November 28,

Polytechnic Research & Development Co., Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
has appointed sales reps for its
complete line of precision micro1958 — ELECTRONICS

business issue

ADVANCED SEMI- CONDUCTOR
AND SOLID-STATE DEVELOPMENT
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Unusual opportunities for creative scientists and engineers with semi- conductor and solid-state experience

are now open at IBM Plants and Laboratories.
Openings also exist at Endicott, Kingston, Owego. and Poughkeepsie, N. Y., in the application of new solidstate devices to advanced circuit design for data processing equipment.
IBM is now expanding its activities in the development of solid-state devices, and offers interesting opportunities
in advanced device development, device engineering, semi- conductor technology, and

process development.

Assignments include: theoretical device design and proof of device feasibility; surface studies; diffusion studies,
alloying studies; optimization of manufacturing processes.

WRITE, outlining qualifications and experience, to:
QUALIFICATIONS: Proven ability to assume a high degree of
technical responsibility, plus M.S. or Ph.D. or equivalent background in one of the physical sciences.
ADVANTAGES OF IBM: A recognized leader in the electronic computer field . . . products used in both military and commercial
applications ... advancement on merit ... company- paid relocation
expenses . . . liberal company benefits . . . salary commensurate
with ability and experience.

Mr. R. E. Rodgers, Dept. 554-Y
IBM Corporation
590 Madison Avenue
New York 22, N. Y.

IBM
DATA PROCESSING • ELECTRIC TYPEWRITERS SPECIAL ENG'G PRODUCTS •
SUPP-IES •

MILITARY PRODUC1S
TIME EQUIPMENT

WE EMPLOY
THE HANDICAPPED
WE FIND
IT'S GOOD BUSINESS

ABILITY COUNTS

wave and electronic test equipment
and components.
Barnhill Associates of Denver,
Col., will represent PRD in Idaho,
lontana, Colorado, New Nlexico,
Utah and Wyoming.
Ault Associates of Menlo Park,
Calif., will cover the territories of
northern California and northern
Nevada.
A-F Associates have been named
to represent the Electronics Division of Iron Fireman Mfg. Co.,
Portland, Ore., in the southern
California area.
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Clevite Transistor Products
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Delco Radio Division of General Motors..
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Dicritronics Corp.

Raymond Stuart Stata recently
joined the staff of field engineers at
Yewell Associates, Inc., Burlington,
\lass., manufacturers' rep organization.

Dymec

Inc.

Ed I
S011

IIld

4

5

list ri,... Thomas A.

3

Farrow' Optical ('o., Inc.

A MAJOR
ELECTRONICS MANUFACTURER

Samco Mfg., Inc., Orange, N. J.,
appoints Benjamin B. Cravens of
Lynnfield, Nlass., as its rep for
\faine, New Hamphire, Vermont,
1.1.achusetts, Rhode Island, Connecticut and New York, except
Long Island.

General

Public

Here's how you can

MERCHANDISE
YOUR
ADVERTISING
with these handy 9" by 12" folders

P. J. Engineering Sales Co. of
Watertown, Mass., is the new components rep in the New England
territory for Epsco, Inc. of Boston.
Landis Associates is a manufacturers rep organization recently established in Los Angeles by Richard
Landis. Firm is handling electronics accounts in southern California.

Keep your sales, management
and distribution people informed
on your advertising. Circulate preprints, reprints, schedules and
other material in these folders,
and make your advertising dollars
work over and over for you.
Write for illustrated folder and price list
Promotion Dept. . . . Room 2700
McGraw-Hill Publishing Co., Inc.
330 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N. `l

40

Mel Schwartz of Fair Lawn, N. J.,
now represents Paramount Paper
Tube Corp., Ft. Wayne, Ind., in
metropolitan New York and New
Jersey.
Precision aircraft and missile instruments of Statham Instruments,
Inc., Los Angeles, Calif., are now
being handled in the Chicago area
by Pivan Engineering Co.
November 28,
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General Radio Co.

Hickok

2nd Cover

Electrical

Instruments

Baume Electronic Sales Co. of
Hicksville, N. Y., has been appointed rep for Siemon Nlfg. Co.
and All State Plastic 'Mfg. Co. Both
companies arc in Chicago,
Baume will cover the Metropolitan
New York area.
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Get out your pencil and . . .
Help yourself to
electronics' READER SERVICE
free-it's easy-it's for your convenience
Each Advertisement .:ind New Product item is numbered.

*FOR SPECIFIC ITEMS IN
MULTI- PRODUCT ADVERTISEMENTS

For more information, simply . . .

Certain multi-product advertisements
contain Reader Service numbers for
ouch product

(1) Circle number on postpaid card below that corresponds to
number at the bottom of Advertisement, or New Product item.

For multi-product advertisements that
ore not keyed for Reader Service, indicate in box on postcard marked with
asterisk (•) and circle number(s) and
specify product(s) on which you wont
more information.

(2) Print your name, title, address, and firm name carefully.
It is impossible to process cards that are not readable.

Additional postage MUST be added to cards for all FOREIGN MAILINGS
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electronics publishes all new product items of interest to makers and users of electronic and allied
equipment.
The reverse side of this card provides a service to
subscribers by facilitating the flow of additional in—
formation between manufacturers and our readers.
Take advantage of Reader Service-- and the readership
of electronics...keep the industry informed about your
New Products and New Literature via their mention in

the editorial pages of electronics.
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Itou Radar Iîol Its Name
Before Columbus, radar had no name. It was called "the thing
with no name."
Aboard the Santa Maria, however, "the thing with no naine"
behaved in amost startling manner. No matter which way the
antenna was pointed, the scope, like arear view mirror, showed
only where the ship had been — not where it was going. This
phenomenon was most unnerving to all hands, Si11Ce it necessitated the ship's going backwards much of the tizne . . . acondition
i.graiaMMMMdNO.

e

that gave rise, among other things, to apeculiar kind of mariner's
nausea that came to be known as "throwing down".
So it is hardly surprising that on the morning of October 12,
1492, Columbus found himself on the rocks at San Salvador.
Once on land, the crew re-christened the thing with 110 name
and called it "radar" — the thing that looks the sanie way
coming or going.
A few days later, the radar operator discovered the trouble:
the tubes had been inserted upside down. Columbus was so
grateful he bestowed upon him the Order of Cainob . which,
of course is Bomac spelled backwards.
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ADAR THROUGH

*Bornac makes the finest microwave tubes and
components since the iliscovery of America
WRITE FOR FREE SIX PAGE FOLDE
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Leaders in the design, development and manufacture of TR, ATR, Pre.TR tubes; shutters;
reference cavities; crystal protectors; silicon diodes; magnetrons; klystrons; duplexers;
pressurizing windows; noise source tubes; high frequency triode oscillators; surge protectors.
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RCA- 6067...

Than ever ó
New features of RCA-6CG7. a Preferred Type, promise outstanding performance and
reliability— further proof that the Preferred Tube Types Program works for you!
1. New heater stem lead arrangement minimizes possibilities of heater-tocathode shorts.
2. Improved cage rigidity provided by short, stiff stem leads reduces
microphonics.
3. New mica configuration gives "springboard" fit to cathode; reduces
microphonics, adds to rigidity of cage structure.
4. New special-alloy cathode reduces interface, increases life expectancy.
5. Cathode is oven baked to eliminate moisture; cathode sleeve is lock-seam
wrapped to improve rigidity, minimize " bowing".
6. Improved grid-structure reduces physical distortion caused by heat,
further reduces possibilities of grid-to-cathode shorts.
7. Automated production-techniques eliminate contamination which would
be caused by "handling", result in extraordinary electrical uniformity.
8. Stringent static and dynamic life tests give important assurances of quality.

RCA-6CG7 is designer-preferred because it
has proven itself in the field. Now... because of
further improvements brought to it by RCA's
Preferred Tube Types Program... it is " betterthan-ever!" Ask your RCA Field Representative for complete information on RCA-6CG7.
For technical data on all tube types preferred
by designers of TV, radio and phonograph sets,
write RCA Commercial Engineering Section
K- 19-Q-4, Harrison, N. J.
If picture tubes are your interest, consider
RCA here, too, for RCA picture tubes are engineered for long, dependable performance. A
word to your RCA Representative will bring
you full information.

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
49 Electron Tube Division

Harrison, N. J.

RCA SALES OFFICES:
EAST: 744 Broad Street
Newark 2, New Jersey, HUmboldt 5-3900
MIDWEST: Suite 1154, Merchandise Mort Plaza
Chicago 54, Illinois, WHitehall 4-2900
WEST: 6355 E. Washington Blvd.
LOS Angeles 22, Calif., RAymond 343361

